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What is the Standard Model? 
The Leptons The Quarks 

The Higgs Mechanism The Forces 

The electromagnetic force is carried 
by the photon and is the most familiar 
of the forces in the SM. This force is the 
reason why opposite electric charges 
and magnetic poles attract each other. 
By exploiting this force, we live in a 
world today with on-demand electricity. 

The weak force is responsible for some 
radioactive decays and allows the 
neutrinos to interact with other particles 
in the SM. It is mediated by the Z and W 
particles. If the weak force did not exist, 
stars like our sun would never have 
formed.  

The strong force, carried by the gluon, 
is what holds all the atomic nuclei 
together. Without it, all atoms would 
burst apart and complex beings like us 
cannot exist. 

Problems and Questions 

The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to 
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature 
(particles) behave.  

Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles 
that make up everything we see in the everyday world. 
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves 
are the building blocks of life. 

The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact 
with one another. Without them, the universe would be 
boring. 

The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered 
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for 
giving other particles mass. 

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins, 
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge. 
For example, the electron carries a negative electric 
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the 
positron which carries positive electric charge.  

The particles in the SM have a wide 
range of masses. Physicists began to 
wonder why this should be the case 
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among 
others came up with a theory that 
might explain the origin of mass.  

The idea is that there is a field that 
extends over the entire universe and 
different particles interact with this 
field in different ways. Particles with a 
large mass interact with it more 
strongly than particles with a small 
mass, and particles with no mass do 
not interact with it at all. 

Higgs was the first one to write down 
that the field should have a 
corresponding particle, now the 
'Higgs Particle', that you should be 
able to search for in experiments. In 
2012, it was finally found and Higgs 
was awarded the Nobel prize for his 
work in October 2013.  

H 

Hurry up! 

Those mince pies have 
 really increased  

my mass... 

The most common lepton is the 
electron and we manipulate these 
to produce electrical current.  

Muons and tauons are much the 
same as electrons except 
heavier. Although they are 
unstable and will decay into 
lighter particles, muons can live 
long enough to be detected by 
experiments such as those at the 
LHC.   

Neutrinos are the oddest 
members of the lepton family. 
They are extremely light and they 
interact only via the weak force. 
This makes them very hard to 
detect and study.    

Quarks are gregarious objects 
and prefer to stick together in 
clusters of two or three. The 
structures they form are called 
mesons and hadrons 
respectively. The most familiar 
hadrons are protons and 
neutrons, the constituents of all 
atomic nuclei. 

The top quark is the black sheep 
of the quark family. It is much 
heavier than the rest of the 
quarks and so will often decay 
before it has a chance to create 
a hadron or meson. 

! Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made 
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made 
of SM particles, so what is it? 

! The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is 
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea 
is string theory.  

! The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it 
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values. 
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.  

! The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to 
be the case.  

!  In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the 
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other 
members? 

! The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in 
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the anti-
matter? 

You'll never  
detect me! 

Stay close! Keep together! 

Don't stray! 

I'm so lonely... 

? 
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Two types of challenges for QCD:

• Can it pass all these tests?

• Can we calculate well enough to see what the data is telling us?

Many experiments: one theory of QCD

…

• technology is continuously advancing


• new experiments have started or are 
around the corner


• more will come (?)

• what are the challenges that the 
(QCD) theory community is 
facing? What progress has been 
made recently? 


• need to be creative (I): examples 
of cross-pollination


• need to be creative (II): 
understanding new tools

• can we build 
better and 
better tools to 
analyse and 
understand 
the data? 



to be able to address 
fundamental issues

Sharpening 
our tools
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We now have a few persistent possible signs of new physics
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RKX =
B(B ! KXµ+µ�)

B(B ! KXe+e�)

• Both hint at greater differences between electrons and muons than in 
the SM


• Both require difficult calculations of hadronic contributions
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FIG. 2: Numerically leading contributions to the decay rate of B ! K`` in the high q2-region. (a) and (b) O7 and O9,10 short distance
contributions. These contributions are proportional to the local (short distance) form factors. (c) long distance charm-loop contribution which
in (naive) factorisation is proportional to the same form factor times the charm vacuum polarisation hc(q

2). The charm bubble itself is the full
non-perturbative vacuum polarisation since it is extracted directly from the data.

Oc

1,2 which have sizeable Wilson coefficients.) In this section we employ the (naive)6 factorisation approximation (FA) for
which,

hK|C1Oc

1 + C2Oc

2|Bi|FA / (C1 + C2/3)fB!K

+ (q2)hc(q
2) , (13)

the matrix element factorises into the charm vacuum polarisation hc times the short distance form factor as defined in Eq. (A.7).
This contribution has got the same form factor dependence as C9 and can therefore be absorbed into an effective Wilson coeffi-
cient Ce↵

9 (A.9) and (A.10). The combination C1+C2/3 is known as the “colour suppressed" combination of Wilson coefficients
because of a substantial cancellation of the two Wilson coefficients (c.f. appendix A 3). This point will be addressed when we
discuss the estimate of the O(↵s)-corrections.

B. SM-B ! K`` in factorisation

Our SM prediction with lattice form factors [12] (c.f. appendix A 2 for more details), for the B ! K``-rate are shown in
Fig. 3 against the LHCb data [1, 13]. It is apparent to the eye that the resonance effects, in (naive) factorisation, turn out to have
the wrong sign! Not only that but they also seem more pronounced in the data which will be reflected in the fits to be described
below.

IV. COMBINED FITS TO BESII AND LHCB DATA IN AND BEYOND FACTORISATION

Before addressing the relevant issue of corrections to the SM-FA in section V, we present a series combined fits to the BESII
and LHCb-data. We first describe the fit models before commenting on the results towards the end of the section. The number of
fit parameters and the number of d.o.f., denoted by ⌫, are given in brackets below. We take 78 BESII data points and 39 LHCb
bins, excluding the last bin which has a negative entry, amounting to a total of 117 data points.

a) Normalisation of the rate, (17 = 1⌘B + 16res fit-parameter ⌘B, ⌫ = 117 � 17 � 1 = 99)
In the FA the normalisation of the rate is given by the form factors f+,T (q2). Since the latter are closely related in the
high q2-region by Isgur-Wise relation this amounts effectively to an overall normalisation. To be precise we parameterise
the pre-factor, inserted into (A.1) with ml = 0 for the sake of illustration, as follows

d�

dq2

B!K`
+
`
�

/ ⌘B(|HV |2 + |HA|2) , (14)

where V and A refer to the lepton polarisation.

6 The term naive refers to the fact that in this approximation the scale dependence of the Wilson coefficients Ci is not compensated by the corresponding scale
dependence of the matrix elements, a point to be discussed in the forthcoming section.

LHCb arXiv:2103.11769 Muon g-2  arXiv:2104.03281
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We now have a few persistent possible signs of new physics
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Problems and Questions 

The Standard Model (SM) is the best theory we have to 
describe how the fundamental constituents of nature 
(particles) behave.  

Quarks and leptons (red and green) are the particles 
that make up everything we see in the everyday world. 
They are the building blocks of atoms which themselves 
are the building blocks of life. 

The force carriers (blue) allow for particles to interact 
with one another. Without them, the universe would be 
boring. 

The Higgs particle (black) was only recently discovered 
at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). It is responsible for 
giving other particles mass. 

All the quarks and leptons also have anti-matter cousins, 
which have exactly the same mass but opposite charge. 
For example, the electron carries a negative electric 
charge and it has an anti-matter counterpart called the 
positron which carries positive electric charge.  

The particles in the SM have a wide 
range of masses. Physicists began to 
wonder why this should be the case 
and in the 1960s, Peter Higgs among 
others came up with a theory that 
might explain the origin of mass.  

The idea is that there is a field that 
extends over the entire universe and 
different particles interact with this 
field in different ways. Particles with a 
large mass interact with it more 
strongly than particles with a small 
mass, and particles with no mass do 
not interact with it at all. 

Higgs was the first one to write down 
that the field should have a 
corresponding particle, now the 
'Higgs Particle', that you should be 
able to search for in experiments. In 
2012, it was finally found and Higgs 
was awarded the Nobel prize for his 
work in October 2013.  

H 

Hurry up! 

Those mince pies have 
 really increased  

my mass... 

The most common lepton is the 
electron and we manipulate these 
to produce electrical current.  

Muons and tauons are much the 
same as electrons except 
heavier. Although they are 
unstable and will decay into 
lighter particles, muons can live 
long enough to be detected by 
experiments such as those at the 
LHC.   

Neutrinos are the oddest 
members of the lepton family. 
They are extremely light and they 
interact only via the weak force. 
This makes them very hard to 
detect and study.    

Quarks are gregarious objects 
and prefer to stick together in 
clusters of two or three. The 
structures they form are called 
mesons and hadrons 
respectively. The most familiar 
hadrons are protons and 
neutrons, the constituents of all 
atomic nuclei. 

The top quark is the black sheep 
of the quark family. It is much 
heavier than the rest of the 
quarks and so will often decay 
before it has a chance to create 
a hadron or meson. 

! Astronomers have observed that the universe appears to be mostly made 
out of a strange substance known as dark matter. This cannot be made 
of SM particles, so what is it? 

! The SM has no explanation of gravity, but we know that gravity exists! Is 
there a way of including gravity in a particle physics framework? One idea 
is string theory.  

! The SM has many input parameters that are determined empirically and it 
provides no explanation for why those parameters should be those values. 
Supersymmetry is a theory that goes some way to reducing this problem.  

! The SM predicts that neutrinos are massless, but we observe that not to 
be the case.  

!  In everyday life, we only ever experience a few of the members of the 
quark and lepton families, so why does nature choose to have other 
members? 

! The SM says anti-matter and matter should have been created in 
approximately equal parts at the Big Bang. So where is all the anti-
matter? 

You'll never  
detect me! 

Stay close! Keep together! 

Don't stray! 

I'm so lonely... 

? 

Picture Credit: Particle Fever 
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We now have a few persistent possible signs of new physics
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RKX =
B(B ! KXµ+µ�)

B(B ! KXe+e�)

• Both hint at greater differences between electrons and muons than in 
the SM


• Both require difficult calculations of hadronic contributions
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FIG. 2: Numerically leading contributions to the decay rate of B ! K`` in the high q2-region. (a) and (b) O7 and O9,10 short distance
contributions. These contributions are proportional to the local (short distance) form factors. (c) long distance charm-loop contribution which
in (naive) factorisation is proportional to the same form factor times the charm vacuum polarisation hc(q

2). The charm bubble itself is the full
non-perturbative vacuum polarisation since it is extracted directly from the data.

Oc

1,2 which have sizeable Wilson coefficients.) In this section we employ the (naive)6 factorisation approximation (FA) for
which,

hK|C1Oc

1 + C2Oc

2|Bi|FA / (C1 + C2/3)fB!K

+ (q2)hc(q
2) , (13)

the matrix element factorises into the charm vacuum polarisation hc times the short distance form factor as defined in Eq. (A.7).
This contribution has got the same form factor dependence as C9 and can therefore be absorbed into an effective Wilson coeffi-
cient Ce↵

9 (A.9) and (A.10). The combination C1+C2/3 is known as the “colour suppressed" combination of Wilson coefficients
because of a substantial cancellation of the two Wilson coefficients (c.f. appendix A 3). This point will be addressed when we
discuss the estimate of the O(↵s)-corrections.

B. SM-B ! K`` in factorisation

Our SM prediction with lattice form factors [12] (c.f. appendix A 2 for more details), for the B ! K``-rate are shown in
Fig. 3 against the LHCb data [1, 13]. It is apparent to the eye that the resonance effects, in (naive) factorisation, turn out to have
the wrong sign! Not only that but they also seem more pronounced in the data which will be reflected in the fits to be described
below.

IV. COMBINED FITS TO BESII AND LHCB DATA IN AND BEYOND FACTORISATION

Before addressing the relevant issue of corrections to the SM-FA in section V, we present a series combined fits to the BESII
and LHCb-data. We first describe the fit models before commenting on the results towards the end of the section. The number of
fit parameters and the number of d.o.f., denoted by ⌫, are given in brackets below. We take 78 BESII data points and 39 LHCb
bins, excluding the last bin which has a negative entry, amounting to a total of 117 data points.

a) Normalisation of the rate, (17 = 1⌘B + 16res fit-parameter ⌘B, ⌫ = 117 � 17 � 1 = 99)
In the FA the normalisation of the rate is given by the form factors f+,T (q2). Since the latter are closely related in the
high q2-region by Isgur-Wise relation this amounts effectively to an overall normalisation. To be precise we parameterise
the pre-factor, inserted into (A.1) with ml = 0 for the sake of illustration, as follows

d�

dq2

B!K`
+
`
�

/ ⌘B(|HV |2 + |HA|2) , (14)

where V and A refer to the lepton polarisation.

6 The term naive refers to the fact that in this approximation the scale dependence of the Wilson coefficients Ci is not compensated by the corresponding scale
dependence of the matrix elements, a point to be discussed in the forthcoming section.

LHCb arXiv:2103.11769 Muon g-2  arXiv:2104.03281
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Fixed-order calculations
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• QCD@NNLO


• colour-singlet, jj and  obtained with more than 
one technology. Often matched to parton shower 
to obtain precise and realistic predictions


• colour-singlet plus jet also well-studied


• progress towards 3-jet observables


• QCD@N3LO


• inclusive x-sec and differential distributions for 
standard candles with simple kinematics (VBF-H, 
gg-H, DY) 


• mixed QCD - EW corrections

tt̄
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FIG. 2. Comparison between inclusive (left) and fiducial (right) predictions for the rapidity distribution of the Higgs boson up
to N3LO. Predictions are shown at LO (grey), NLO (green), NNLO (blue), N3LO (red), and for the NNLO prediction re-scaled
by the inclusive KN3LO-factor (orange).

1. The inclusive calculation at N3LO for the Higgs ra-
pidity distribution yH as computed in Ref. [20] and
implemented in the RapidiX library. This result is
based on techniques developed in Refs. [39, 40] and
is given by analytic formulae for the partonic rapid-
ity distribution computed by means of a threshold
expansion. We supplement this result by exploiting
the fact that the Higgs boson decays isotropically
in its rest frame to generate the inclusive N3LO cal-
culation di↵erential in the Higgs boson decay prod-
ucts.

2. The fully di↵erential NNLO calculation for the
H+jet process. This has been computed in Ref. [29]
using the antenna subtraction method [22, 40] and
is available within the parton-level Monte Carlo
generator NNLOJET.

We have implemented the P2B method for color-neutral
final states within the NNLOJET framework together
with an interface to the RapidiX library to access the
inclusive part of the calculation.

For our phenomenological results, we restrict ourselves
to the decay of the Higgs boson into a pair of photons
and closely follow the corresponding 13 TeV ATLAS
measurement [41] with the following fiducial cuts

p�1

T > 0.35⇥m�� , p�2

T > 0.25⇥m�� , (7)

|⌘� | < 2.37 excluding 1.37 < |⌘� | < 1.52,

where �1 and �2 respectively denote the leading and sub-
leading photon with m�� ⌘ MH = 125 GeV the invari-
ant mass of the photon-pair system. For each photon,

an additional isolation requirement is imposed where the
scalar sum of partons with pT > 1 GeV within a cone of
�R = 0.2 around the photon has to be less than 5% of the
pT of the photon. Note that this setup induces a highly
non-trivial interplay between the final-state photons and
QCD emissions, requiring a fully di↵erential description
of the process. Throughout this letter, we work in the
narrow width approximation to combine the production
and decay of the Higgs boson. To derive numerical pre-
dictions we use PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [42] parton distri-
bution functions and choose the value of the top quark
mass in the modified minimal subtraction scheme to be
mt(mt) = 162.7 GeV.

Figure 1 compares predictions for the fiducial rapidity
distribution of the Higgs boson yH based on two di↵er-
ent methods. This comparison serves as the validation
of the P2B implementation up to NNLO against an in-
dependent calculation based on the antenna subtraction
method. The lower panels in Fig. 1 show the ratio of the
two calculations, where the filled band and the error bars
correspond to the uncertainty estimates of the Monte
Carlo integration of the antenna- and P2B-prediction,
respectively. The ratios shown in the bottom two panels
reveal agreement within numerical uncertainties between
the two calculations at the per-mille and sub-per-cent
level for the coe�cients at NLO and NNLO, respectively.

Figure 2 compares the inclusive rapidity distribution of
the Higgs boson to the fiducial rapidity distribution of the
di-photon pair. It was already noted in Refs. [20, 21] that
the N3LO correction to the inclusive rapidity distribu-
tion is remarkably uniform and is well approximated by
rescaling the inclusive NNLO rapidity distribution with

Buccioni et al. (2022)
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Figure 2. Dilepton invariant mass distribution for the Drell-Yan process pp ! `
�
`
+ at the 13.6

TeV LHC. The upper pane shows our best prediction for d� which included NLO QCD, NNLO
QCD, NLO EW, and mixed QCDxEW corrections. The middle pane shows the ratio of the NLO
EW and mixed QCDxEW corrections to the full NLO QCD result. The lower pane shows the ratio
of mixed QCDxEW corrections to a result which includes both QCD and EW NLO corrections.
The left plot shows results in the range 200 GeV < m`` < 1 TeV, the right plot shows the range
1 TeV < m`` < 3 TeV. See text for details.

provide the dominant contribution at large invariant masses. In this table, we also show our

predictions for the quantity �QCD⇥EW defined in Eq. (4.4), i.e. including NLO QCD, NLO

EW, NNLO QCD and mixed QCDxEW corrections, in the four invariant mass windows.

We observe that the theoretical uncertainty, estimated by a simultaneous variation of scales

and input scheme, is below the percent level across the di↵erent windows considered.

We now turn to the discussion of kinematic distributions. The dilepton invariant mass

case is shown in Fig. 2. There, the distributions in the upper panes include all corrections

considered in this paper

d�QCD⇥EW = d�
(0,0) + d�

(1,0) + d�
(0,1) + d�

(2,0) + d�
(1,1)

, (4.8)

the middle panes show the impact of the NLO EW and mixed QCDxEW corrections on

the results computed through NLO QCD, and the lower panes show the impact of the

mixed QCDxEW corrections on cross sections computed through NLO QCD and NLO

EW accuracy. To this end, we define the following quantities

R
(0,1)

QCD
=

d�
(0,0) + d�

(1,0) + d�
(0,1)

d�(0,0) + d�(1,0)
, R

(1,1)

QCD
=

d�
(0,0) + d�

(1,0) + d�
(0,1) + d�

(1,1)

d�(0,0) + d�(1,0)
, (4.9)
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Resummation

5

• when hierarchy of scales appears, fixed-order no longer enough, 
we need to resum to all orders
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Figure 4: Left: cumulative distribution ⌃(Et) for the transverse energy in the interjet

rapidity gap at LL and NLL for c = 0.5. Right: breakdown of the contributions to the
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Figure 5: Left: cumulative distribution ⌃(Et) for the transverse energy in the interjet

rapidity gap at LL and NLL for c = 0.9. Right: breakdown of the contributions to the

NLL correction, relative to the LL prediction.
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• all-order structure of complicated final-
states: inter-jet energy flow


• non-global logarithms at NLL (large Nc)


• super-leading logarithms (Nc 
suppressed)

• high-precision (N3LO+aN4LL) 
for selected observables: 
transverse momentum Z 
boson (relevant for mW)

3 RESULTS

Table 1.: Fiducial cuts for Z ! l+l� used in the CMS
13TeV analysis [3].

Lepton cuts qlT > 25GeV, |⌘l| < 2.4

Separation cuts 76.2GeV < ml+l� < 106.2GeV,

|yl+l� | < 2.4

Differential results. In fig. 1 we present the Z bo-
son transverse momentum distribution at order ↵s

(N2LL+NLO), ↵2
s (N3LL+NNLO) and ↵3

s (N4LL+N3LO)
and compare it to the CMS 13TeV measurement [3]
with the cuts shown in table 1.

Overall there is an excellent agreement between theory
and data at the highest order. Going from ↵2

s to ↵3
s

decreases uncertainties and improves agreement with
data noticeably at both large and small qT . In the
first bin 0GeV < qT < 1GeV we notice a relatively
large difference to the data, but this is also where one
would expect a non-negligible contribution from non-
perturbative effects.

For the �⇤ distribution shown in fig. 2 results are over-
all very similar. For the transverse momentum distri-
bution we neglect matching corrections at ↵3

s below
qT < 5GeV. Here we correspondingly neglect them be-
low �⇤ < 5GeV/mZ ⇠ 0.05 and at lower orders below
�⇤ < 1GeV/mZ ⇠ 0.01, an overall per-mille level effect
in that region.

Since our resummation implementation is fully differ-
ential in the electroweak final state we can naturally
also present the transverse momentum distribution of
the final state lepton, see fig. 3. This is plagued by
a Jacobian peak at fixed-order and crucially requires
resummation. The higher-order ↵3

s corrections further
stabilize the results with smaller uncertainties.

Total fiducial cross-section. In table 2 we present
total fiducial cross sections. Uncertainties of the fixed-
order NNLO (↵2

s) result, obtained by taking the envelope
of a variation of renormalization and factorization scales
by a factor of two, are particularly small at the level
of 0.5%. The resummation improved results are ob-
tained by integrating over the matched qT spectrum
shown in fig. 1. Uncertainties of the resummation im-
proved predictions are obtained by taking the envelope
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Figure 1.: Differential transverse-momentum resumma-
tion improved predictions for the ql

�l+
T distri-

bution at order ↵s, ↵2
s and ↵3

s.

of the variation of hard, low and rapidity scales in the
fixed-order and resummation region. Separately we
quote a matching uncertainty by varying the transition
function that switches from fixed-order to resummed
predictions in the transition region between 40GeV to
60GeV.

The resummation improved result at ↵s has large un-
certainties that stem from an insufficient order of the
resummation (N2LL), which still has substantial un-
certainties in the Sudakov peak region (c.f. fig. 1).
The results quickly stabilize, with less than a percent
difference between the central ↵2

s and ↵3
s predictions.

Nevertheless, the uncertainties we obtain are noticeably
larger than the fixed-order uncertainties. We further
observe that going from N3LL/↵2

s to N4LL/↵3
s does not

reduce uncertainties as substantially as when going from
↵s to ↵2

s. This is because the resummation uncertainties
around the Sudakov peak region at small qT ⇠ 5GeV
do not improve dramatically.
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FIG. 2. Super-leading logarithms in quark-quark scattering

summed up to four-loop (red), five-loop (blue) and infinite

order (black). The solid and dashed lines refer to the color

octet and singlet channel, respectively.

In Figure 2, we evaluate the partonic qq ! qq scatter-
ing cross sections for the octet and singlet channels. In
order to only show the e↵ect of SLLs, we plot the partial
sums

PN
n=1 �̂SLL

n for di↵erent values of N . This omits
the three-loop contribution from ��̂, but note that also
this term is due to complex phases not captured in con-
ventional parton showers, see e.g. [21]. Due to the high
power of ↵s, the SLLs are only significant if the loga-
rithms are sizeable, and their e↵ect is quite sensitive to
the choice of scale in ↵s(µ). In the plot we set µ = Q0.

So far we have discussed the case of 2 ! 2 scatter-
ing, but an analogous relation with H4 replaced by H2+l

holds for a (anti-)quark-initiated 2 ! l jet process with
l � 0. In particular, we find that SLLs also arise for
processes with less than two final-state jets, a fact that
has not been appreciated in the literature. For 2 ! 0
processes such as qq̄ ! V , where V = �, Z0, W± is a col-
orless boson, the sum over j in (18) is absent, and color
conservation implies that

Crn = ��̂B 29�r⇡2CF (4Nc)
n(2r � 2)(1 � �r0) J2 , (22)

which vanishes for n = 1. The SLLs therefore start at
5-loop order, one order higher than in the general case.
For 2 ! 1 scattering processes such as qq̄ ! V + jet, the
only term in the sum has j = 3, and one can use color
conservation to obtain

Crn = �̂B 210�r⇡2 (4Nc)
n�1 �

N2
c + 2r � 2

�
(1 � �r0) J2 .

(23)
These contributions start at four-loop order. In the liter-
ature [2, 7], it has been stated that SLLs only arise when
there are at least two colored partons in the final state,
but as we have shown the emission into the gap originat-
ing from � supplies the necessary additional parton for
the 2 ! 1 case. For 2 ! 0 scattering the second final-
state parton arises from a collinear emission in �c, which
explains why the e↵ect is delayed by one order.

In this Letter we have solved the outstanding open
problem of resumming SLLs for a large class of non-global
observables at hadron colliders, thereby accounting for
the leading logarithmic corrections to such processes for
the first time. Our RG-based approach provides a trans-
parent understanding of the underlying physics, and our
analytical results should be useful in the ongoing e↵ort to
generalize parton showers to finite Nc, see e.g. [22–25]. It
will be interesting to perform a detailed analysis of SLLs
for an observable such as the gap fraction, including the
full set of partonic channels and accounting for running-
coupling e↵ects. Our findings indicate that SLLs could
have an appreciable e↵ect on precision observables, in
particular in Higgs production, where higher-order e↵ects
are generally large. Indeed, we find that the perturba-
tive coe�cients in gluon-induced 2 ! 0 processes are an
order of magnitude larger than in the quark case studied
here [20].
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Energy Correlators
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• In 2008 a seminal paper by Hoffman and Maldacena developed the use CFT methods to 
study correlators in collider physics 


• Many intriguing results from CFT (OPE expansion scaling)


• Until recently, not very much investigated in collider phenomenology


• Many interesting developed by Ian Moult and collaborators 

1

σtot

dσ
dn⃗1…dn⃗N

¼F:T: hOEðn⃗1Þ…Eðn⃗NÞO†i
hOO†i

; ð2Þ

which we will generically refer to as energy correlators. In
Eq. (2), the source operatorO in QCD can be, for example,
the electromagnetic current ψ̄γμψ or Higgs operator
h=vGμνGμν, and F.T. is a Fourier transformation to momen-
tum space. Since we will not consider oriented observables
in this paper, the Lorentz indices betweenO† andO can be
contracted and will be ignored throughout. When all the
energy flow operators in the correlator of Eq. (2) are placed
in a collinear limit, these energy correlators are a jet
substructure observable. This is illustrated for the particular
case of a three-particle correlator in Fig. 1 from a particle
physics perspective where the energy flow operators can be
thought of as calorimeter cells, and in Fig. 2 we show the
spacetime structure of the energy flow operators in a
Penrose diagram. However, as we will describe in detail
in this paper, these energy correlators are quite distinct from
the observables currently used for jet substructure at the
LHC, largely due to the interests of the field during its
developmental stages. For the particular case of two energy
flow operators, the observable in Eq. (2) is referred to as the
energy-energy correlator [25], which has been used exten-
sively as an eþe− event shape (see, e.g., [26,27] for
recent work).
The energy correlator observables in Eq. (2) are in a

sense the simplest observables in a field theory that
measure the flow of energy. In particular, they inherit a
number of simple theoretical properties from their direct
representation as a matrix element: They have manifest
symmetry properties [22,23,28,29], enjoy simple factori-
zation properties in limits [28–33], have simple nonper-
turbative behavior even away from singular regions of
phase space [19], can be analytically calculated to high
perturbative orders [24,34–36], and can be directly studied
using sophisticated techniques from conformal field theory
(CFT) [28,33,37,38], including at strong coupling in

N ¼ 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) using the AdS/CFT
correspondence [21]. Furthermore, all infrared and collin-
ear safe energy flow observables can be expressed in terms
of these basic objects [17,18] (for recent work, see [39,40]).
While this connection is elegant, it is quite abstract, leading
to a significant divide between the more formal theoretical
study of simple energy correlator observables and the “real
world” study of more experimental or phenomenological
observables used at the LHC.
In this paper, we attempt to bridge the theory-experiment

divide by introducing observables that can be expressed in
terms of correlation functions of a finite number of energy
flow operators [as in Eq. (2)] and, hence, maintain simple
theoretical properties enabling them to be computed to high
perturbative orders but that are simultaneously experimen-
tally convenient. We present the perspective that the
simplest observables are precisely those that can be
expressed in terms of correlation functions of a finite
number of energy flow operators, and we “give teeth” to
this otherwise abstract perspective by concretely showing
that it enables a number of new jet substructure calculations
to higher perturbative orders, higher numbers of points, and
incorporating tracking and charge information. We believe
that this will both have an experimental impact, as well as
make more transparent the connections between jet sub-
structure and the more formal study of light ray operators.
In this paper, we will highlight a number of these
advantages, leaving more phenomenological studies at
higher perturbative orders, and with more detailed deriva-
tions, to future work.
In this paper, we introduce the projected energy corre-

lators, an infinite family of experimentally convenient
observables, each of which can be expressed in terms of
a finite number of energy flow operators. These projected
correlators behave similarly to common jet substructure

FIG. 1. Energy flow operators, shown in red, probe correlations
between flows of energy arising from the collision of two protons
at the LHC. In the small angle limit, they factorize from the rest of
the event and probe the collinear substructure of jets.

FIG. 2. Weighted cross sections can be formulated as matrix
elements of a finite number of energy flow operators, leading to
their simple theoretical properties.
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Any underlying dynamics will be imprinted in the 
energy correlators, including hadronization transition.
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Scaling behavior

• Energy correlators admit an OPE

 


• Universal scaling behavior in QFT 

    as operators are brought together!  

⟨Ψ ∣ ε( ⃗n 1)ε( ⃗n 2) ∣ Ψ⟩ ∼ ∑ θγi'i( ⃗n 1)

Primordial fluctuations

What cosmic history gave rise to primordial fluctuations?

t
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One of the simplest observables from the theoretical perspective is the Energy-Energy

Correlator (EEC), defined as [2, 3]
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Here Ei and Ej are the energies of final-state partons i and j in the center-of-mass frame,

and their angular separation is �ij . d� is the product of the squared matrix element and the

phase-space measure. The EEC can also be defined in terms of correlation function of ANEC

operators [4–7]
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for some source operator O. This provides a connection between event shape observables and

correlation functions of ANEC operators allowing the study of event shapes to profit from

recent developments in the study of ANEC operators, and conversely, the EEC provide a

concrete situation for studying the behavior of ANEC operators.

There has recently been significant progress in the understanding of the EEC from a

number of di↵erent directions. For generic angles, the EEC has been computed at next-to-

leading order (NLO) in QCD [8, 9] for both an e
+
e
� source, and Higgs decaying to gluons,

and up to NNLO in N = 4 SYM [7, 10]. It has also been computed numerically in QCD at

NNLO [11, 12].

There has also been progress in understanding the singularities of the EEC, which occur as

z ! 0 (the collinear limit) and z ! 1 (the back-to-back limit). In the back-to-back limit, the

EEC exhibits Sudakov double logarithms, whose all orders logarithmic structure is described

by a factorization formula [13, 14]. In the z ! 0 limit, which will be studied in this paper,

the EEC exhibits single collinear logarithms, originally studied at leading logarithmic order

in [15–19]. Formulas describing the behavior of the EEC in the collinear limit were recently

derived in [20] for a generic field theory, and in [21–24] for the particular case of a CFT. This

limit is of theoretical interest for studying the OPE structure of non-local operators, and of

phenomenological interest as a jet substructure observable.

The two-point correlator is particularly simple since it depends on a single variable, z.

Indeed, in a conformal field theory (CFT), its behavior in the collinear limit is fixed to be a

power law
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1

2
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1010 yr
<latexit sha1_base64="M2YUKL/PwPy6HpVOBY8eRcGXEDE=">AAAIAnicbZXbbttGEIapNI0StU2c9iIFekPUMJCigkFKduLmKpYPchLbSQ0fgpiKsCSXMuPlIculbGXBm6BP07uit32RvkEfo7vkDB3TIkBi59t/docze3BTFmbCsv5t3frq9td32nfvdb759rv7DxYefn+cJTn36JGXsIS/dUlGWRjTIxEKRt+mnJLIZfTEPd/Q/SdTyrMwiQ/FLKWjiEziMAg9IhQaL3xecrI8Gsemp15HUMKks0mZIOP8fVw4eexT7nLiUekwGojHTqAMmU8Lmf86LRweTs7EL0VnqeLb476TiDCimbk+7hfScVlO5db4oNASNVHHtt5L2yqcrp7sUsgZL8YLi9ayVT7mzYYNjUUDnjfjh3fOHD/x8ojGwmMky05tKxUjSbgIPUaLjpNnNCXeOZnQU9WMiQpoJMtkFeaSIr4ZJFy9sTBL+qWHJFGWzSJXKSMizrJmn4bz+k5zEayNZBinuaCxV00U5MwUiakzb/ohp55gM9UgHg9VrKZ3RlTahKpPp9NxfBo4REpnSj2TqIyVwAXgIvAV4JHpo00rm6L9ARw+IDgHcI6AKUAZQzOG/hjBRwAfEaQAUgQcAEeQAcgQCAACQQ4gRzAFMEVwAeACwSWASwQzADMEnwB8QmBVQFqFIhVaV8gjzFxHzUCBLDAHaG+AYAPBJoBNBFsAthBsA9hGsFONuYP2EARDBK8AvELwovJ4gfbLyn6J9i782i6CfRhhH8EegL0apHJvXC6GtC7uPg0CuV9R1UT8GnxfIzgEcFgDXq2rw7rGJ1WEJ2gfV/Yx2u9giHd16ocDOVRTlxvdLZxUb1BShzYcfNntXlWMpln5786UcNUOWRKDS6gXv955rhtJ+8pjVxeZkXjC6m1woBFHBItSHW4XoU9FyHx1TFRUHZzlGSD14dcr5MFwUEi7a9q9vvrYa8V1lT7RUGWVAvVZe9JQceqj6J69pkbTg1kNUaLDqwfrra7qSZ+qz0pDOOGUxleh2Xa/2xxrwsmsVqw86cLbUKU5T1k9o73a7/ZWu7+t6PzE9MJLoojEvnQqWXFqj6rqNJwXVebN6x56+qYeQpqj1pluqiH7c9Qql01xld45Wl2dphgqNjdqldebYVfJLvXqbrKbN9HNxnFv2e4v935fWXz+DG6pu8ZPxs/GY8M2nhrPjR3jjXFkeMZ/rfutR60f23+0/2z/1f67kt5qgc8PxrWn/c//44vMpA==</latexit>

105 yr
<latexit sha1_base64="SWRV6Pk+9jc3vaiAbxIG9oDZNEg=">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</latexit>

10�32 s?
<latexit sha1_base64="EZhaTIlj+O4XyIjF6s0orYdbrCQ=">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</latexit>
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One of the simplest observables from the theoretical perspective is the Energy-Energy

Correlator (EEC), defined as [2, 3]
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Here Ei and Ej are the energies of final-state partons i and j in the center-of-mass frame,

and their angular separation is �ij . d� is the product of the squared matrix element and the

phase-space measure. The EEC can also be defined in terms of correlation function of ANEC

operators [4–7]
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dt lim
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n
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where it is given by
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i
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for some source operator O. This provides a connection between event shape observables and

correlation functions of ANEC operators allowing the study of event shapes to profit from

recent developments in the study of ANEC operators, and conversely, the EEC provide a

concrete situation for studying the behavior of ANEC operators.

There has recently been significant progress in the understanding of the EEC from a

number of di↵erent directions. For generic angles, the EEC has been computed at next-to-

leading order (NLO) in QCD [8, 9] for both an e
+
e
� source, and Higgs decaying to gluons,

and up to NNLO in N = 4 SYM [7, 10]. It has also been computed numerically in QCD at

NNLO [11, 12].

There has also been progress in understanding the singularities of the EEC, which occur as

z ! 0 (the collinear limit) and z ! 1 (the back-to-back limit). In the back-to-back limit, the

EEC exhibits Sudakov double logarithms, whose all orders logarithmic structure is described

by a factorization formula [13, 14]. In the z ! 0 limit, which will be studied in this paper,

the EEC exhibits single collinear logarithms, originally studied at leading logarithmic order

in [15–19]. Formulas describing the behavior of the EEC in the collinear limit were recently

derived in [20] for a generic field theory, and in [21–24] for the particular case of a CFT. This

limit is of theoretical interest for studying the OPE structure of non-local operators, and of

phenomenological interest as a jet substructure observable.

The two-point correlator is particularly simple since it depends on a single variable, z.

Indeed, in a conformal field theory (CFT), its behavior in the collinear limit is fixed to be a

power law

⌃(z) =
1

2
C(↵s) z

�N=4
J (↵s) , (1.4)
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We will study energy correlators inside high energy jets at the LHC: small angle behavior

5

• EEC are natural objects in field theory


• energy weight make reduce sensitivity to soft physics


• simple(r ) analytic properties than standard observables 
(e.g. jet mass) Scaling behavior

• Energy correlators admit an OPE

 


• Universal scaling behavior in QFT 

    as operators are brought together!  

⟨Ψ ∣ ε( ⃗n 1)ε( ⃗n 2) ∣ Ψ⟩ ∼ ∑ θγi'i( ⃗n 1)

Primordial fluctuations

What cosmic history gave rise to primordial fluctuations?

t
<latexit sha1_base64="3dz/RxiC1WAJpbh5+C2eyFV8gYA=">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</latexit>

1010 yr
<latexit sha1_base64="M2YUKL/PwPy6HpVOBY8eRcGXEDE=">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</latexit>

105 yr
<latexit sha1_base64="SWRV6Pk+9jc3vaiAbxIG9oDZNEg=">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</latexit>
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One of the simplest observables from the theoretical perspective is the Energy-Energy

Correlator (EEC), defined as [2, 3]
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Here Ei and Ej are the energies of final-state partons i and j in the center-of-mass frame,

and their angular separation is �ij . d� is the product of the squared matrix element and the

phase-space measure. The EEC can also be defined in terms of correlation function of ANEC

operators [4–7]

E(~n) =

1Z

0

dt lim
r!1

r
2
n
i
T0i(t, r~n) , (1.2)

where it is given by

d�

dz
=

hOE(~n1)E(~n2)O†
i

hOO†i
, (1.3)

for some source operator O. This provides a connection between event shape observables and

correlation functions of ANEC operators allowing the study of event shapes to profit from

recent developments in the study of ANEC operators, and conversely, the EEC provide a

concrete situation for studying the behavior of ANEC operators.

There has recently been significant progress in the understanding of the EEC from a

number of di↵erent directions. For generic angles, the EEC has been computed at next-to-

leading order (NLO) in QCD [8, 9] for both an e
+
e
� source, and Higgs decaying to gluons,

and up to NNLO in N = 4 SYM [7, 10]. It has also been computed numerically in QCD at

NNLO [11, 12].

There has also been progress in understanding the singularities of the EEC, which occur as

z ! 0 (the collinear limit) and z ! 1 (the back-to-back limit). In the back-to-back limit, the

EEC exhibits Sudakov double logarithms, whose all orders logarithmic structure is described

by a factorization formula [13, 14]. In the z ! 0 limit, which will be studied in this paper,

the EEC exhibits single collinear logarithms, originally studied at leading logarithmic order

in [15–19]. Formulas describing the behavior of the EEC in the collinear limit were recently

derived in [20] for a generic field theory, and in [21–24] for the particular case of a CFT. This

limit is of theoretical interest for studying the OPE structure of non-local operators, and of

phenomenological interest as a jet substructure observable.

The two-point correlator is particularly simple since it depends on a single variable, z.

Indeed, in a conformal field theory (CFT), its behavior in the collinear limit is fixed to be a

power law

⌃(z) =
1

2
C(↵s) z

�N=4
J (↵s) , (1.4)
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Primordial fluctuations

What cosmic history gave rise to primordial fluctuations?
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Here Ei and Ej are the energies of final-state partons i and j in the center-of-mass frame,

and their angular separation is �ij . d� is the product of the squared matrix element and the

phase-space measure. The EEC can also be defined in terms of correlation function of ANEC

operators [4–7]
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for some source operator O. This provides a connection between event shape observables and

correlation functions of ANEC operators allowing the study of event shapes to profit from

recent developments in the study of ANEC operators, and conversely, the EEC provide a

concrete situation for studying the behavior of ANEC operators.

There has recently been significant progress in the understanding of the EEC from a

number of di↵erent directions. For generic angles, the EEC has been computed at next-to-

leading order (NLO) in QCD [8, 9] for both an e
+
e
� source, and Higgs decaying to gluons,

and up to NNLO in N = 4 SYM [7, 10]. It has also been computed numerically in QCD at

NNLO [11, 12].

There has also been progress in understanding the singularities of the EEC, which occur as

z ! 0 (the collinear limit) and z ! 1 (the back-to-back limit). In the back-to-back limit, the

EEC exhibits Sudakov double logarithms, whose all orders logarithmic structure is described

by a factorization formula [13, 14]. In the z ! 0 limit, which will be studied in this paper,

the EEC exhibits single collinear logarithms, originally studied at leading logarithmic order

in [15–19]. Formulas describing the behavior of the EEC in the collinear limit were recently

derived in [20] for a generic field theory, and in [21–24] for the particular case of a CFT. This

limit is of theoretical interest for studying the OPE structure of non-local operators, and of

phenomenological interest as a jet substructure observable.

The two-point correlator is particularly simple since it depends on a single variable, z.

Indeed, in a conformal field theory (CFT), its behavior in the collinear limit is fixed to be a
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We will study energy correlators inside high energy jets at the LHC: small angle behavior
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• Monte Carlo Event Generators (e.g. Pythia, Herwig, 
Sherpa) are the backbone of collider phenomenology


• Need to simulate complex environment, from 
perturbative to non-perturbative physics: many 
building blocks


• Push in recent years to improve the perturbative part 
(parton shower)


• matching to NNLO


• higher-order evolution kernels


• spin correlation


• treatment of colour and amplitude-level                 
showers (Deductor, CVolver)


• well-defined logarithmic accuracy (NLL)               for 
wide class of observables                          
(PanScales showers, new Sherpa shower)

Figure 4: Summary of deviations from NLL for several global observables for the process

qq̄ ! Z and � = �0.5. Red squares denote a clear NLL failure; amber triangles indicate a

NLL fixed-order failure that is masked at all orders; green circles are used when the shower

passed both the numerical NLL tests and the fixed-order recoil tests. The ↵s ! 0 result is

obtained by quadratically extrapolating the shower results at ↵s = 0.00625, 0.003125 and

0.0015625, and includes a systematic error that is evaluated as the change in the ↵s ! 0

extrapolation when one uses ↵s = 0.0125 instead of ↵s = 0.003125. The showers include a

dynamic cuto↵ � = 18, which functions as discussed in our earlier e+e� tests [8, 11].

and the PanScales showers, so as to concentrate on the impact of recoil. In contrast,

standard dipole showers choose the colour factor according to whether the emitting dipole

end that is closer (in the dipole centre-of-mass frame) is a gluon (CA/2) or a quark (CF ).

This results in incorrect terms already at LL, in analogy with the final-state discussion in

Ref. [10]. The numerical impact will be the same as in the all-order final-state study [8].

5 The transverse momentum of the colour-singlet system

The next observable that we discuss is the cumulative distribution for the transverse mo-

mentum of a massive colour singlet (here, Z or H boson) produced in proton collisions. It

has wide relevance for LHC phenomenology, and for example its understanding is critical

forW mass extractions [40–42].10 It is also widely used in matching showers and fixed-order

calculations [44, 53–55].

10One should keep in mind, that in many applications parton showers are reweighted so that the colour-

singlet transverse momentum distribution agrees with high-order matched resummed and fixed order predic-

tions, such as [43–52]. Still, even if such a procedure results in a correct colour-singlet transverse momentum

distribution for the reweighted shower, it will not in general correctly account for correlations between the

colour singlet and the full pattern of hadronic energy deposition. We leave the detailed study of such

questions to future, more phenomenological work.
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Figure 34: General forms of NNLO (top) and aN3LO (bottom) PDFs at low (left) and high (right)
Q

2. Several main features can be compared and contrasted such as the marked increase in the gluon
and charm at small-x (note the di↵erence in y-axis scale between NNLO (top) and aN3LO (bottom)).
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• PDFs are an essential ingredients for hadron colliders. Improvements in their 
determination come from different directions
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improved methodology

MSHT (2022)

NNPDF3.1 NNPDF4.0

Genetic Algorithm optimizer Gradient Descent optimization

one network per PDF one network for all PDFs

sum rules imposed outside optimization sum rules imposed during optimization

C++ monolithic codebase Python object-ordiented codebase

fit parameters manually chosen (manual optimization) fit parameters automatically chosen
(hyperoptimization)

in-house ML framework complete freddom in ML library choice (e.g. tensorflow)

private code fully public open-source code

Table 3.1. Summary of the main di↵erences between the NNPDF3.1 and the NNPDF4.0 code.

Hyperopt

FK Tables

Experimental Data

Stop?

Compute �2

Optimization

APFEL
evolution

post-fit
selection

LHAPDF
grid

Figure 3.1. Diagrammatic representation of the NNPDF fitting framework. The blue box contains the minimization
of the �

2 figure of merit, whose computation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

uncertainties). Third, hyperparameter settings that determine the particular fitting methodology adopted,
determined through a hyperoptimization procedure as discussed below. The neural network optimization
algorithm, with settings determined by the hyperparameters, finds the best fit of predictions to data by
minimizing a figure of merit whose computation is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Following a post-fit selection,
where outliers with insu�cient quality are discarded, the final PDFs are stored in LHAPDF grid format so
that they are readily available for use.

3.2.2 Evaluation of cross-sections and cost function

Figure 3.2 illustrates the structure of the part of NNPDF4.0 fitting code that evaluates the physical ob-
servables in terms of the input PDFs and then computes the associated figure of merit to be used for the
fitting. This is at the core of the minimization procedure, indicated by a blue box in Fig. 3.1. Starting

from a matrix of momentum fraction x values, {x
(k)
n }, the code first evaluates the neural network and the

preprocessing factors to construct unnormalized PDFs which are then normalized according to Eqs.(3.6,3.8)
in order to produce the PDFs at the input scale,

f
(k)
jn ⌘ fj

⇣
x
(k)
n , Q0

⌘
, (3.17)

where j, n, and k label the PDF flavor, the experimental dataset, and the node in the corresponding x-
grid respectively. These PDFs are those listed in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) in the evolution and flavor bases
respectively, and are related to the neural network output by Eq. (3.5).

The input scale PDFs are convoluted with partonic scattering cross-sections (including perturbative QCD
evolution); these are encoded in precomputed grids called FK-tables (see Refs. [118, 189]) resulting in the
corresponding physical observables {On}. Observables are split into a training and a validation set and cost
functions �

2
tr and �

2
val are computed for each set. The �

2 is defined as in previous NNPDF determinations,
and in particular it uses the t0 method [190] for the computation of multiplicative uncertainties.

Note that each block in Fig. 3.2 is fully independent, so that its settings can be modified or the whole
block can be replaced as required. This characterizes the modular structure of the code. For instance,
the block “Neural Net” implements by default the neural network which after hyperoptimization has the
architecture displayed in Fig. 3.9, but it could be replaced by any other parametrization, even by a quantum
circuit [191] based on the QIBO library [192]. Similarly, the �

2 with t0 uncertainties could be replaced by
any other cost function.
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• jets containing heavy flavours 
(charm and beauty) are 
central to the LHC Higgs 
program


• important for QCD studies 
too: PDFs, fragmentation etc.


• they are identified exploiting 
B hadron lifetime: displaced 
vertices


• from theory viewpoint, mb & 
mc set perturbative scales: 
high accuracy (NNLO) QCD 
calculations Z+b jet now exist 
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Gauld et a. (2020)

the flavor-kT algorithm originally proposed in [10]. As
compared to standard jet algorithms, the clustering pro-
cedure for this algorithm must have both the flavor and
momentum information of the input particles. First, the
flavor of pseudo(jets) is defined by the net flavor of its
constituents, assigning þ1 (−1) if a flavored quark (anti-
quark) is present. Second, the definition of the distance
measure of this algorithm (which determines the clustering
outcome) depends on the flavor of the pseudojet being
clustered. These steps are necessary to avoid situations
where soft quarks can alter the flavor of a jet, as described
above. In addition, the net flavor criterion also ensures that
jets that contain (quasi)collinear quark pairs are not assigned
anoverall flavor basedon such splittings.Moredetails canbe
found in [10,19].
Comparison with 8 TeV CMS data.—In this section, we

perform a comparison of the Z þ b-jet CMS data at 8 TeV
provided in [8] and validate our implementation of Eq. (1).
Before doing so we summarize the numerical setup and
present details on the unfolding procedure that is applied to
these data to make a consistent comparison with our
theoretical predictions possible.
Numerical inputs: All predictions are provided with the

NNPDF3.1 NNLO PDF set [57] with αsðMZÞ ¼ 0.118 and
nmax
f ¼ 5, where both the PDF and αs values are accessed

via LHAPDF [58]. The results are obtained using the Gμ
scheme with the following values for the input para-
meters: Mos

Z ¼ 91.1876 GeV, Γos
Z ¼ 2.4952 GeV,

Mos
W ¼ 80.385 GeV, Γos

W ¼ 2.085 GeV, and Gμ ¼
1.16638 × 10−5 GeV−2. Including also the universal cor-
rections to the ρ parameter when determining the numerical
values of α and sin2 θW as in [59], leads to αeff ¼ 0.007779
and sin2 θW;eff ¼ 0.2293. An uncertainty due to the impact
of missing higher-order corrections is assessed in the
predictions by varying the values of μF and μR by a factor
of 2 around the central scale μ0 ≡ ET;Z, with the additional
constraint that 1

2 ≤ μF=μR ≤ 2. The scales are treated as
correlated between the coefficients appearing in Eq. (1). We
follow the specific setup of the flavor-kT algorithm adopted
in [48], where a value of α ¼ 2 is used and a beam distance
measure that includes a sum over both QCD partons as well
as the reconstructed gauge boson is introduced.
Unfolding: As already highlighted, the fixed-order pre-

diction for a flavored-jet cross section as defined in Eq. (1)
must be performed with an infrared-safe definition of jet
flavor. However, there are no data available for the process
pp → Z þ b-jet [8,60–65] (or in fact any process) that uses
such a definition of jet flavor. To address this issue, we have
computed a correction to the CMS data [8] as
described below.
These data have been presented for anti-kT b-jets, with a

flavor assignment based on whether the jet contains B
hadron decay products and the additional requirement that
ΔRðB; jetÞ < 0.5. To correct these data to the level of
partonic flavor-kT jets, we apply an unfolding procedure

with the RooUnfold [66] package using the iterative Bayes
method [67]. The input to this procedure is a theoretical
model for the original data using both the anti-kT algorithm
(which is measured) and the flavor-kT algorithm (which we
wish to unfold to).
This model is provided with an NLOþ PS prediction for

Z þ b-jet using aMC@NLO [5] interfaced to PYTHIA8.243

[68]. The parton-level flavor-kT prediction is obtained
using the input QCD partons, which are identical to those
that enter the hadronization process. For the central value,
we use a 5 fs prediction of Z þ jet, where the b-jet
contribution of this sample is extracted. The benefit of
this approach is that the fragmentation component (e.g.,
g → bb̄) is resummed by the PS. To assess the uncertainty
of this procedure, the unfolding is repeated, taking into
account the impact of scale variations in the model.
Additionally, the whole procedure is repeated with a 4 fs
prediction, and the envelope of all of these results is
assigned as an uncertainty. Finally, the unfolding procedure
was also performed with a bin-by-bin unfolding method,
which led to almost identical results for the considered
distributions.
Fiducial cross section: In Fig. 1, the cross section

predictions for the process pp → Z þ b-jet are shown
within the fiducial region defined according to
pT;b > 30 GeV, jηbj < 2.4, pT;l > 20 GeV, jηlj < 2.4,
and Mll̄ ∈ ½71; 111& GeV. The b-jets are reconstructed
with the flavor-kT algorithm with R ¼ 0.5, with the addi-
tional constraint of ΔRðb;lÞ > 0.5. As discussed above,
this matches the fiducial region of the data [8] with the
exception of the choice of the jet clustering algorithm.
The cross section defined according to Eq. (1) is labeled

as FONLL, and predictions are shown at both Oðα2sÞ and
Oðα3sÞ as a function of mb [as it arises explicitly in the
parenthesis on the rhs of Eq. (1)]. The filled band indicates
the uncertainty due to scale variation alone, the small error
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FIG. 1. Fiducial cross section for the process pp →
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provided as a function of mb and are compared to the 5 fs
predictions.
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6 Practical Jet Flavour Through NNLO
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q̄

Fig. 1 The configuration that renders jet flavour definition infrared unsafe at NNLO is

depicted: a quark Q emits an intermediate soft gluon that subsequently splits into a quark–

anti-quark qq̄ pair. Only one of the gluon’s decay products, say q, is clustered with the

original quark Q and so the jet flavour is determined by soft physics. Note that the dotted

oval can either represent the boundary of the original jet or the e↵ective boundary induced

by SD.

2.2.1 Elimination of Soft Quark Ambiguities

The configuration in Fig. 1 in which the dashed oval represents the jet bound-
ary is essentially the same configuration of particles that are the leading
contribution to non-global logarithms (NGLs) [12]. Though at NNLO, the jet
consists of only two particles, and so the implementation of SD on the jet is
identical to that at NLO. The softer of the two constituents of the jet is elim-
inated by the groomer if it fails the SD constraint. With a finite value of zcut

and �, an arbitrarily soft quark q will always fail the SD constraint, and so
after grooming the jet will consist exclusively of the hard quark Q. Thus, in the
soft limit, the jet flavour would be identified as the same flavour as Q, which
is also the flavour of the jet from corresponding virtual corrections. Thus, this
configuration has no infrared ambiguities. 1

Further, because of the relationship to NGLs, all-orders statements about
the jet flavour from this configuration can be made. It has been proven that
SD and mMDT grooming eliminate NGLs of observables like the jet mass
to all orders in perturbation theory [13, 14, 22]. NGLs arise from soft par-
ticles that are sensitive to the boundary of the jet. Correspondingly, the jet
flavour as defined by application of SD has no infrared divergences arising from
soft emissions near the boundary of the jet. By contrast, SD is inclusive over
collinear emissions at the jet center, and we will demonstrate that this feature
is problematic for jet flavour.

2.2.2 Failure of IRC Safety of SD with kT Clustering

In the original and most widely-studied definitions of SD grooming, emissions
in the jet are re-clustered with a generalised kT algorithm, typically the Cam-
bridge/Aachen (C/A) algorithm [3–5] in which emissions are ordered by their
relative angle. While this prescription does eliminate the NGL-like infrared

1Kinematically, the two quarks Q and q can become collinear, thus passing the SD condition.
However, no collinear singularity is associated with this configuration.
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• the flavour-sensitive metric reflects the absence of soft quark 
singularities:
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• however the use of BSZ in experimental analysis is far from 
straightforward:


• obviously, it’s not anti-kt


• it requires knowledge of the flavour at each step of the clustering
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problems when contaminating the flavour of gluon jets. The flavour algorithms all work
systematically better than the Durham-based algorithms, clearly vanishing faster with yD

3 .
One sees differences in normalisation between the different flavour algorithms and the
blandness requirement provides a non-negligible advantage, especially for α = 2. This
implies that the flavour misidentification involves more than one qq̄ pair. Nevertheless, the
algorithm remains infrared safe even for multiple soft or collinear qq̄ pairs, as discussed
above7 (see also the appendix for a more general outline of the discussion of IR safety).

3 Jet-flavour algorithms for hadron-hadron collisions

For hadron-hadron collisions (and DIS) the kt jet algorithm is similar to that described
in section 2, with a few modifications in the definition of the distances [7, 8]. Given that
there is no unique hard scale Q, instead of examining dimensionless yij ’s one looks at
dimensionful dij’s. These need to be invariant under longitudinal boosts and the most
widespread convention is to take

dij = min(k2
ti, k

2
tj)(∆η2

ij + ∆φ2
ij) , (8)

where ∆ηij = ηi − ηj, ∆φij = φi − φj and kti, ηi and φi are respectively the transverse
momentum, rapidity and azimuth of particle i, with respect to the beam. A particle i can
also recombine with the beam and here too one needs a distance measure, usually taken
to be

diB = k2
ti . (9)

It is the smallest of the diB and the dij that determines which recombination takes place.
If it is diB that is smallest at a given step, then i recombines with the beam (or else gets
called a jet, in the “inclusive” version of the algorithm).

The modification of the dij needed to obtain a flavour-safe jet algorithm is directly
analogous to that used for the e+e− algorithm:

d(F )
ij = (∆η2

ij + ∆φ2
ij) ×

{

max(k2
ti, k

2
tj) , softer of i, j is flavoured,

min(k2
ti, k

2
tj) , softer of i, j is flavourless,

(10)

where by ‘softer’ we now mean that having lower kt and where temporarily, for simplicity,
we consider only the case α = 2.

It is less obvious how to modify the beam distance. The problem is that diB involves just
a single scale, k2

ti, and so there is no “minimum” that one can replace with a “maximum”.
However one could imagine that diB is actually the minimum of k2

ti and some transverse
scale associated with the beam, k2

tB, which has never been explicitly needed so far because
7Note though that for a fixed degree of softness, the presence of multiple qq̄ pairs, spread densely in

rapidity from large-angles all the way to the hard-fragmentation region can lead to a systematic worsening
of the flavour identification.
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• Comparison between theory and experiments requires to unfold the 
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bars on the FONLL predictions indicate numerical uncer-
tainties, and these predictions are then compared to the
corresponding 5 fs scheme predictions at each respective
order. It is found that these two predictions coincide in the
limit mb → 0, which demonstrates that both the finite zero
mass and the logarithmically divergent terms have been
correctly subtracted from the massive computation, thus
providing an important cross-check of our implementation
of Eq. (1).
The physical prediction is obtained for the b-quark

mass as indicated by the dashed vertical line at
mphys

b ¼ 4.92 GeV. At Oðα3sÞ, the FONLL prediction is
σFONLLFiducialðm

phys
b Þ ¼ 3.490þ0.078

−0.078ðscalesÞ pb. As compared to
Oðα2sÞ, a large reduction in the scale uncertainty of the
prediction and a small negative shift on the central value is
observed. Furthermore, it is found that the inclusion of
mass corrections at Oðα3sÞ leads to a negative correction
(−2.3%). The impact of the mass corrections is as large as
the scale uncertainty, which underpins the importance of
including such corrections as part of a precision
computation.
To compare this prediction to data, we perform the

unfolding procedure for the fiducial cross section region
defined in [8], finding a correction of c ¼ 0.883þ0.004

−0.008 . It is
found that the main contribution to this correction is the
subtraction of a “fake” rate from the data, corresponding to
situations where an event that passes the fiducial selection
when the anti-kT clustering is used, but does not pass the
same selection when instead the flavor-kT clustering is
employed. Applying this correction to the data gives

σCMS
Fiducial;f−kT ¼ 3.134% 0.214þ0.013

−0.025 pb, where the first
uncertainty is that of the original measurement and the
second one is due to the unfolding procedure. With respect
to the central value of the FONLLOðα3sÞ prediction, taking
only the experimental uncertainty into account, the agree-
ment with the unfolded data is 1.67σ. In addition to the
scale uncertainty shown in Fig. 1, an uncertainty due to
PDF and variation of αsðMZÞ ¼ 0.118% 0.001 has also
been assessed (at NLO), which gives δσðPDF; αsÞ ¼
%0.074 pb. The uncertainty of the prediction and unfolded
data overlap when these additional sources of uncertainty
are taken into account.
Differential distributions: As part of the measurement

[8], a number of differential observables for the process
pp → Z þ b-jet were considered. Here we have chosen to
focus on the transverse momentum of the leading b-jet
(pT;b) as well as the absolute pseudorapidity of the leading
b-jet (ηb).
The pT;b distribution is shown in Fig. 2, where the

absolute cross section is shown in the upper panel, the ratio
to data in the central panel, and the ratio to the NLO 5 fs
prediction in the lower panel. The FONLL predictions are
provided at the physical b-quark mass, and the uncertainty
due to scale variation is shown. The central result of the
unfolded CMS data is indicated with black error bars, and
the additional uncertainty due to the input model of the
unfolding procedure is overlaid with a gray crossed fill. In
the lower panel, we have included the central (N)NLO
predictions in the 5 fs scheme to indicate the relevance of
the mass corrections. A large reduction in the scale
uncertainties for this distribution is observed at Oðα3sÞ.
The impact of the mass corrections is most relevant at small
values of pT;b, where they approximately amount to −4%,
while for large pT;b they essentially vanish. This behavior is
naively expected, as a scale set by the power corrections is
of the formm2

b=p
2
T;b. Reasonable agreement with the data is

found, although there is a tendency for the data to prefer a
smaller normalization. To better quantify this agree-
ment, we have computed the χ2 for this observable with
respect to the central FONLL predictions, finding
χ2=Ndatðα2s ; pT;bÞ ¼ 23.4=14 and χ2=Ndatðα3s ; pT;bÞ ¼
21.5=14. This is an underestimate of the agreement as
no correlations have been included in this test—they are not
publicly available—and only the experimental (inner)
uncertainty of the unfolded data has been used.
The corresponding figure for the jηbj distribution is

shown in Fig. 3. As before, the Oðα3sÞ corrections are
essential for improving the precision of the theory pre-
dictions. These mass corrections are negative, and range
from −2% at central pseudorapidities to −4% in the
forward region. The mass corrections are observed to be
most important for the qq̄-induced channel, and therefore
become more important at larger pseudorapidity values
where the relative contribution of this channel increases.
These corrections are important for improving the
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description of the data, particularly at central pseudora-
pidity values where the absolute cross section is largest.
Performing the chi-squared test as above leads to
χ2=Ndatðα2s ; ηbÞ ¼ 12.9=8 and χ2=Ndatðα3s ; ηbÞ ¼ 8.08=8,
therefore finding agreement between the most precise
theoretical prediction and the unfolded data.
Discussion and conclusions.—In this Letter, we have

performed a precision calculation for observables related to
the process pp → Z þ b-jet. This has been achieved by
combining a massless NNLO and a massive NLO compu-
tation at Oðα3sÞ. This is the first time that such a matching
has been performed with a fully differential NNLO mass-
less computation. The predictions exhibit greatly reduced
uncertainties and open the door for precision studies
involving flavored jets. The benefit of this approach is
that the contribution to the cross section that arises from
collinear initial-state splittings of the form g → bb̄ can be
conveniently resummed by PDF evolution as part of the
massless calculation. This approach is suitable for all
processes where these type of logarithmic corrections
dominate the cross section. At the same time, the impact
of finite b-quark mass effects can easily be incorporated. As
a consequence of using a massless calculation, it becomes
necessary to use an infrared-safe definition of jet flavor,
which does not align with the current choice made by
experimentalists.
To tackle this issue, we have taken the approach to

unfold the experimental data, which allows for a consistent
comparison between the precise theoretical computation
with data. We have found reasonable agreement for the
leading-b-jet pT;b and ηb distributions, as well as the
integrated cross section. However, a more direct compari-
son could be possible if the data were directly unfolded to

the level of partonic flavor-kT jets by the experimental
collaborations. This is likely possible as these measure-
ments, such as [8], are already unfolded to a stable particle
level to account for event selection efficiencies as well as
detector resolution effects. This more direct approach could
potentially avoid systematic uncertainties introduced by
performing the unfolding twice. An alternative approach
would be for the measurement to be directly performed
with flavor-kT jets. To our knowledge, there have been no
experimental studies that attempt to include flavor infor-
mation during the jet reconstruction, and so it is not clear
how feasible an experimental realization of the flavor-kT
algorithm will be.
It is our advice that each of these approaches receive

further investigation. In addition to the final states with
b-jets, charm tagged flavor-kT jets should also be consid-
ered. This is of relevance for final states such as
W=Z þ c-jet, where a precise comparison between theory
and data is highly desirable, to enable the extraction of the
flavor structure of the proton [69–73].
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• it would be better to identify a common procedure in order to avoid 
this unfolding step

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.222002
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NGL logs ~ jet  avour NNLO issue

10

~

● The two 
phenomena are 
generated by 
similar kinematical 
contributions

● We know NGLs can 
be eliminated by 
Soft Drop

What’s the impact of 
SD on jet flavour?

x

• use Soft Drop to remove soft 
quarks

• needs JADE as reclusters, 
know to fail at three loops

Caletti, Larkoski, SM, Reichelt (2022)

• define a flavour algorithm 
that resembles anti-kt

i.e. the transverse momentum of the softer pseudo-jet. The algorithm is made infrared safe

by the following modified distance measure [5]:

d
(F )
ij = R

2
ij ⇥

(⇥
max(kT,i, kT,j)

⇤↵ ⇥
min(kT,i, kT,j)

⇤2�↵
, if softer of i, j is flavoured,

min(k2
T,i, k

2
T,j) , if softer of i, j is unflavoured,

(2.3)

where 0 < ↵  2 and most analyses are performed with ↵ = 2. This jet algorithm modification

prevents the unwanted soft-hard recombination if the softer pseudo-jet is flavoured, while

it still leads to soft-soft recombination. One can additionally require recombination into

pseudo-jets of well-defined flavour only, by forbidding, for example, charm and beauty to be

recombined. This is the “bland” version of the algorithm in Ref. [5].

Until now, we have ignored initial state radiation and the related singularities. In the

standard kT algorithm, one defines a distance to the beam, d
iB̄

( ) = k
2
T,i. If it is minimal, then

the pseudo-jet i is removed from the list of pseudo-jets in the inclusive formulation. In the

flavoured kT algorithm, the distance to the beam is modified as well. Indeed this is necessary,

since if i contains a soft flavoured quark while there is another soft anti-quark of the same

flavour that would not be removed from the list, but rather clustered with a hard jet, then

infrared safety would be spoiled. The beam distance is thus defined in analogy to the case of

final-state pseudo-jets as follows:

d
(F )

iB̄
( ) =

8
<

:

⇥
max(kT,i, kT,B̄

( )(yi))
⇤↵ ⇥

min(kT,i, kT,B̄
( )(yi))

⇤2�↵
, if softer of i, j is flavoured,

min(k2
T,i, k

2
T,B̄

( )(yi)) , if softer of i, j is unflavoured.

(2.4)

The now required transverse momentum of the beam, B, and “anti-”beam, B̄, is taken to be

[5]:

kT,B(y) =
X

i

kT,i
�
⇥(yi � y) + ⇥(y � yi) eyi�y

�
, (2.5)

kT,B̄(y) =
X

i

kT,i
�
⇥(y � yi) + ⇥(yi � y) ey�yi

�
, (2.6)

with ⇥(0) = 1/2.

2.3 The flavoured anti-kT algorithm

The distance measure of the standard anti-kT algorithm [27] is:

dij = R
2
ij min(k�2

T,i, k
�2
T,j) . (2.7)

In this case, condition 1) is not fulfilled, since the double-soft limit, Ei, Ej ! 0, does not lead

to a vanishing dij . We propose the following modification:

d
(F )
ij ⌘ dij ⇥

8
<

:
Sij , if both i and j have non-zero flavour of opposite sign,

1 , otherwise.
(2.8)

– 6 –

Czakon, Mitov, Poncelet (2022)

Figure 3. Comparison of di↵erential distributions of the hardest jet’s rapidity (left panel) and trans-
verse momentum (right panel) for the process pp ! Z/�

⇤(! `¯̀) + b-jet obtained using di↵erent jet
algorithms at NNLO accuracy.
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but with NLO+PS (parton shower simulation matched at NLO QCD)
accuracy.

in the di↵erence between the flavoured anti-kT and the standard anti-kT algorithm. This

cannot be studied at NNLO QCD, since the standard algorithm is IR safe only through NLO,

but we can still employ a parton shower event-generator matched at NLO in QCD. We use

MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [35] v.3.1.1 and refer to the results as NLO+PS. As expected,

the NLO+PS distributions obtained with the new algorithm shown in Fig. 4 are closest to

those of the standard anti-kT algorithm for the smallest value of a, while for the largest value

of a the di↵erences between the distributions obtained with these two algorithms amount to

about 5%. This is consistent with the 10% di↵erence between distributions obtained with the

flavoured kT and the standard anti-kT algorithm.

In order to study the influence of the a-parameter on perturbative convergence, we plot

– 12 –

• flavour-dependent metric, still 
needs some (small) unfolding

• construct a flavour 
dressing for a given jet
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• needs flavour 
information of many (all?) 
particles in an event

Gauld, Huss, Stagnitto (2022)

• it would be interesting to do a dedicated comparison!

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.11879.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.11138.pdf
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• NNPDF collaboration has recently shown a 3  evidence of intrinsic charm in the 
proton 


• they fit the charm PDF in the 4-flavour scheme: charm is both radiative and 
intrinsic


• they match to the 3-flavour scheme to extract the (only) intrinsic 


• good agreement with theory models and and visible in Z+c data!
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Figure 2. Intrinsic charm and Z+charm production at LHCb. Top left: the LHCb measurements
of Z boson production in association with charm-tagged jets, R

c
j , at

p
s = 13 TeV, compared with our

default prediction which includes an intrinsic charm component, as well as with a variant in which
we impose the vanishing of the intrinsic charm component. The thicker (thinner) bands in the LHCb
data indicate the statistical (total) uncertainty, while the theory predictions include both PDF and
MHO uncertainties. Top right: the correlation coe�cient between the charm PDF at Q = 100 GeV in
NNPDF4.0 and the LHCb measurements of R

c
j for the three yZ bins. Center: the charm PDF in the

4FNS (right) and the intrinsic (3FNS) charm PDF (left) before and after inclusion of the LHCb Z+charm
data. Results are shown for both experimental correlation models discussed in the text. Bottom left:
the intrinsic charm PDF before and after inclusion of the EMC charm structure function data. Bottom
right: the statistical significance of the intrinsic charm PDF in our baseline analysis, compared to the
results obtained also including either the LHCb Z+charm (with uncorrelated systematics) or the EMC
structure function data, or both.

5

vanish [21]. Thus unlike the 4FNS charm PDF, that includes both an intrinsic and a radiative
component, the 3FNS charm PDF is purely intrinsic. In this work we have performed this
inversion at NNLO [25] as well as at N3LO [26–34], which as we shall see provides a handle on
the perturbative uncertainty of the NNLO result.

Our starting point is the NNPDF4.0 global analysis [3], which provides a determination of
the sum of the charm and anticharm PDFs, namely c

+(x, Q) ⌘ c(x, Q) + c̄(x, Q), in the 4FNS.
This can be viewed as a probability density in x, the fraction of the proton momentum carried
by charm, in the sense that the integral over all values of 0  x  1 of xc

+(x) is equal to
the fraction of the proton momentum carried by charm quarks, though note that PDFs are
generally not necessarily positive-definite. Our result for the 4FNS xc

+(x, Q) at the charm mass
scale, Q = mc with mc = 1.51 GeV, is displayed in Fig. 1 (left). The ensuing intrinsic charm
is determined from it by transforming to the 3FNS using NNLO matching. This result is also
shown in Fig. 1 (left). The bands indicate the 68% confidence level (CL) interval associated with
the PDF uncertainties (PDFU) in each case. Henceforth, we will refer to the 3FNS xc

+(x, Q)
PDF as the intrinsic charm PDF.
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Figure 1. The intrinsic charm PDF and comparison with models. Left: the purely intrinsic
(3FNS) result (blue) with PDF uncertainties only, compared to the 4FNS PDF, that includes both an
intrinsic and radiative component, at Q = mc = 1.51 GeV (orange). The purely intrinsic (3FNS) result
obtained using N3LO matching is also shown (green). Right: the purely intrinsic (3FNS) final result
with total uncertainty (PDF+MHOU), with the PDF uncertainty indicated as a dark shaded band; the
predictions from the original BHPS model [1] and from the more recent meson/baryon cloud model [5]
are also shown for comparison (dotted and dot-dashed curves respectively).

The intrinsic (3FNS) charm PDF displays a characteristic valence-like structure at large-x
peaking at x ' 0.4. While intrinsic charm is found to be small in absolute terms (it contributes
less than 1% to the proton total momentum), it is significantly di↵erent from zero. Note that
the transformation to the 3FNS has little e↵ect on the peak region, because there is almost no
charm radiatively generated at such large values of x: in fact, a very similar valence-like peak
is already found in the 4FNS calculation.

Because at the charm mass scale the strong coupling ↵s is rather large, the perturbative
expansion converges slowly. In order to estimate the e↵ect of missing higher order uncertain-
ties (MHOU), we have also performed the transformation from the 4FNS NNLO charm PDF
determined from the data to the 3FNS (intrinsic) charm PDF at one order higher, namely at
N3LO. The result is also shown Fig. 1 (left). Reassuringly, the intrinsic valence-like structure is
unchanged. On the other hand, it is clear that for x

⇠
< 0.2 perturbative uncertainties become

very large. We can estimate the total uncertainty on our determination of intrinsic charm by
adding in quadrature the PDF uncertainty and a MHOU estimated from the shift between the
result found using NNLO and N3LO matching.

This procedure leads to our final result for intrinsic charm and its total uncertainty, shown
in Fig. 1 (right). The intrinsic charm PDF is found to be compatible with zero for x

⇠
< 0.2:

the negative trend seen in Fig. 1 with PDF uncertainties only becomes compatible with zero
upon inclusion of theoretical uncertainties. However, at larger x even with theoretical uncer-
tainties the intrinsic charm PDF di↵ers from zero by about 2.5 standard deviations (2.5�) in

3
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Evidence for intrinsic charm quarks in the 
proton

The NNPDF Collaboration*

The theory of the strong force, quantum chromodynamics, describes the proton in 
terms of quarks and gluons. The proton is a state of two up quarks and one down 
quark bound by gluons, but quantum theory predicts that in addition there is an 
in!nite number of quark–antiquark pairs. Both light and heavy quarks, whose mass  
is respectively smaller or bigger than the mass of the proton, are revealed inside the 
proton in high-energy collisions. However, it is unclear whether heavy quarks also 
exist as a part of the proton wavefunction, which is determined by non-perturbative 
dynamics and accordingly unknown: so-called intrinsic heavy quarks1. It has been 
argued for a long time that the proton could have a sizable intrinsic component of  
the lightest heavy quark, the charm quark. Innumerable e"orts to establish intrinsic 
charm in the proton2 have remained inconclusive. Here we provide evidence for 
intrinsic charm by exploiting a high-precision determination of the quark–gluon 
content of the nucleon3 based on machine learning and a large experimental dataset. 
We disentangle the intrinsic charm component from charm–anticharm pairs arising 
from high-energy radiation4. We establish the existence of intrinsic charm at the 
3-standard-deviation level, with a momentum distribution in remarkable agreement 
with model predictions1,5.We con!rm these !ndings by comparing them to very recent 
data on Z-boson production with charm jets from the Large Hadron Collider beauty 
(LHCb) experiment6.

The foundational deep-inelastic scattering experiments at the SLAC lin-
ear collider in the late 1960s and early 1970s demonstrated the presence 
inside the proton of point-like constituents, soon identified with quarks, 
the elementary particles that interact and are bound inside the proton by 
gluons, the carriers of the strong nuclear force. It was rapidly clear, and 
confirmed in detail by subsequent studies, that these point-like constitu-
ents, collectively called partons by Feynman7, include the up and down 
quarks that carry the proton quantum numbers, but also gluons, as well as 
an infinite number of pairs of quarks and their antimatter counterparts, 
antiquarks. The description of electron–proton and proton–proton 
collisions at high momentum transfers in terms of collisions between 
partons is now rooted in the theory of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), 
and it provides the basis of modern-day precision phenomenology at 
proton accelerators such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of CERN8 
as well as for future facilities including the Electron–Ion Collider9, the 
Forward Physics Facility10 and neutrino telescopes11.

Knowledge of the structure of the proton, which is necessary to 
obtain quantitative prediction for physics processes at the LHC and 
other experiments, is encoded in the distribution of momentum carried 
by partons of each type (gluons, up quarks, down quarks, up antiquarks 
and so on): parton distribution functions (PDFs). These PDFs could, in 
principle, be computed from first principles, but in practice even their 
determination from numerical simulations12 is extremely challenging. 
Consequently, the only strategy available at present for obtaining the 
reliable determination of the proton PDFs that is required to evaluate 
LHC predictions is empirical, through the global analysis of data for 

which precise theoretical predictions and experimental measurements 
are available, so that the PDFs are the only unknown8.

Although this successful framework has by now been worked through 
in great detail, several key open questions remain open. One of the 
most controversial of these concerns the treatment of so-called heavy 
quarks (that is, those whose mass is greater than that of the proton; 
mp = 0.94 GeV). Indeed, virtual quantum effects and energy–mass con-
siderations suggest that the three light quarks and antiquarks (up, down 
and strange) should all be present in the proton wavefunction. Their 
PDFs are therefore surely determined by the low-energy dynamics that 
controls the nature of the proton as a bound state. However, it is well 
known8,13–15 that in high enough energy collisions all species of quarks 
can be excited and hence observed inside the proton, so their PDFs are 
nonzero. This excitation follows from standard QCD radiation, and it 
can be computed accurately in perturbation theory.

However, then the question arises of whether heavy quarks also 
contribute to the proton wavefunction. Such a contribution is called 
intrinsic, to distinguish it from that computable in perturbation theory, 
which originates from QCD radiation. Already since the dawn of QCD, 
it was argued that all kinds of intrinsic heavy quark must be present 
in the proton wavefunction16. In particular, it was suggested1 that the 
intrinsic component could be non-negligible for the charm quark, 
whose mass (mc ≃ 1.51 GeV) is of the same order of magnitude as the 
mass of the proton.

This question has remained highly controversial, and indeed recent 
dedicated studies have resulted in disparate claims, from excluding 
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emissions to those of light quarks and gluons
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ALICE and the dead cone 
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Nature 605 (2022) 440-446 

• ALICE recently exploited ideas from modern jet physics (e.g. 
reclustering) to perform the first direct measurement of the dead cone

• Charm jets are tagged using 



• Jets are declustered and the 
splitting kinematics is 
recorded

D0 → K−π+

taken from N. 
Zardoshti’s talk at 

BOOST 2022
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techniques4 enables these aforementioned difficulties to be over-
come by reconstructing the evolution of the jet shower, giving access 
to the kinematic properties of each individual emission. These tech-
niques reorganize the particle constituents of an experimentally 
reconstructed jet, to access the building blocks of the shower and 
trace back the cascade process. Isolated elements of the recon-
structed parton shower that are likely to be unmodified by had-
ronization processes provide a good proxy for real quark and gluon 
emissions (splittings). These reclustering techniques have been 
demonstrated in inclusive (without tagging the initiating parton 
flavour) jets to successfully reconstruct splittings that are connected 
to or that preserve the memory of the parton branchings. This is 
demonstrated by measurements such as the groomed momentum 
balance15–18, which probes the Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–
Parisi splitting function19, and the Lund plane20, which exposes the 
running of the strong coupling with the scale of the splittings. An 
experimental method to expose the dead cone in boosted top-quark 
events was also proposed in ref. 21.

Reclustering techniques are extended in this work to jets containing 
a charm quark based on the prescription given in ref. 22. These jets are 
tagged through the presence of a reconstructed D0 meson amongst 
their constituents, which has a mass of 1.86 GeV/c2 (ref. 1) and is com-
posed of a heavy charm quark and a light anti-up quark. The measure-
ment is performed in proton–proton collisions at a centre-of-mass 
energy of s = 13 TeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), using the 
ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment) detector. Further details of 
the detector apparatus and data measured can be found in the Methods. 
As the charm-quark flavour is conserved through the shower process, 
this provides an opportunity to isolate and trace back the emission 
history of the charm quark. In this way, by comparing the emission 
patterns of charm quarks to those of light quarks and gluons, the QCD 
dead cone can be directly revealed.

Selecting jets containing a D0 meson
To select jets initiated by a charm quark, through the presence of a D0 
meson in their list of constituents, the D0 mesons and jets need to be 
reconstructed in the events. The D0-meson candidates (and their anti-
particles) were reconstructed in the transverse-momentum interval 

p2 < < 36T
D0

 GeV/c, through the D0 → K−π+ (and charged conjugate) had-
ronic decay channel, which has a branching ratio of 3.95 ± 0.03%  
(ref. 1). The D0-meson candidates were identified by topological selec-
tions based on the displacement of the D0-meson candidate decay 
vertex, in addition to applying particle identification on the D0-meson 
candidate decay particles. These selection criteria largely suppress 
the combinatorial background of K∓π± pairs that do not originate from 
the decay of a D0 meson. Further details on the selection criteria are 
provided in ref. 23.

Tracks (reconstructed charged-particle trajectories) correspond-
ing to the D0-meson candidate decay particles were replaced by the 
reconstructed D0-meson candidate in the event, with the D0-meson 
candidate four-momentum being the sum of the decay-particle 
four-momenta. One benefit of this procedure is to avoid the case in 
which the decay products of the D0-meson candidate fill the dead-cone 
region. A jet-finding algorithm was then used to cluster the particles 
(tracks and the D0-meson candidate) in the event, to reconstruct the 
parton shower by sequentially recombining the shower particles into 
a single object (the jet). The jet containing the D0-meson candidate 
was then selected. The four-momentum of the jet is a proxy for the 
four-momentum of the charm quark initiating the parton shower. 
The jet-finding algorithm used was the anti-kT algorithm24 from the 
Fastjet package25, which is a standard choice for jet reconstruction 
because of its high performance in reconstructing the original parton 
kinematics. More details on the jet finding procedure can be found 
in the Methods.

Reconstructing the jet shower
Once jets containing a D0-meson candidate amongst their constituents 
are selected, the internal cascade process is reconstructed. This is done 
by reorganizing (reclustering) the jet constituents according to the 
Cambridge–Aachen (C/A) algorithm26, which clusters these constitu-
ents based solely on their angular distance from one another. A pictorial 
representation of this reclustering process, which starts by reconstruct-
ing the smallest angle splittings, is shown in the top panels of Fig. 1. As 
QCD emissions approximately follow an angular-ordered structure27, 
the C/A algorithm was chosen as it also returns an angular-ordered 
splitting tree.

This splitting tree is then iteratively declustered by unwinding the 
reclustering history, to access the building blocks of the reconstructed 
jet shower. At each declustering step, two prongs corresponding to 
a splitting are returned. The angle between these splitting daughter 
prongs, θ, the relative transverse momentum of the splitting, kT, and 
the sum of the energy of the two prongs, ERadiator, are registered. As the 
charm flavour is conserved throughout the showering process, the full 
reconstruction of the D0-meson candidate enables the isolation of the 
emissions of the charm quark in the parton shower, by following the 
daughter prong containing the fully reconstructed D0-meson candidate 
at each declustering step. This can be seen in the bottom part of Fig. 1, 
which shows the evolution of the charm quark reconstructed from the 
measured final state particles. Moreover, the kinematic properties 
of the charm quark are updated along the splitting tree, enabling an 
accurate reconstruction of each emission angle against the dynami-
cally evolving charm-quark direction. It was verified that in more than 
99% of the cases the prong containing the D0-meson candidate at each 
splitting coincided with the leading prong. This means that following 
the D0-meson candidate or leading prong at each step is equivalent, and 
therefore a complementary measurement for an inclusive jet sample, 
when no flavour tagging is available, can be made by following the lead-
ing prong through the reclustering history. As the inclusive sample is 
dominated by massless gluon and nearly massless light quark-initiated 
jets, it acts as a reference to highlight the mass effects present in the 
charm tagged sample.

Extracting the true charm splittings
The selected sample of splittings has contributions from jets tagged 
with combinatorial K∓π± pairs, which are not rejected by the applied 
topological and particle identification selections. The measured 
invariant mass of real D0 mesons, which corresponds to the rest mass, 
is distributed in a Gaussian (because of uncertainties in the measure-
ment of the momenta of the K∓π± pairs) with a peak at the true D0-meson 
mass. This enables the implementation of a statistical two-dimensional 
side-band subtraction procedure, which characterizes the background 
distribution of splittings by sampling the background-dominated 
regions of the D0-meson candidate invariant mass distributions, far 
away from the signal peak. In this way the combinatorial contribution 
can be accounted for and removed. Furthermore, the selections on the 
D0-meson candidates also select a fraction of D0 mesons originating 
as a product of beauty-hadron decays. These were found to contribute 
10–15% of the reconstructed splittings, with only a small influence on 
the results, which will be discussed later. The studies were performed 
using Monte Carlo (MC) PYTHIA 6.425 (Perugia 2011)28,29 simulations 
(this generator includes mass effects in the parton shower30 and was 
used for all MC-based corrections in this work), propagating the gener-
ated particles through a detailed description of the ALICE detector 
with GEANT3 (ref. 31). The finite efficiency of selecting real D0-meson 
tagged jets, through the chosen selection criteria on the D0-meson 
candidates, as well as kinematic selections on the jets, was studied and 
accounted for through MC simulations. This efficiency was found to 
be strongly pT

D0
 dependent and different for D0 mesons originating 



machine learning is 
reshaping the way we think 
analyses and searches

Understanding 
new tools

17

https://news.mit.edu/2019/boosting-computing-power-for-
future-particle-physics-mit-lns-0819



Deep learning revolution

18

credits: becominghuman.ai

• a wave of machine learning algorithms has hit HEP in the 
recent past


• ML algorithms are powerful tools for classification, and they 
have successfully applied to our tasks

• if an algorithm can 
distinguish pictures of 
cats and dogs, can it 
also distinguish QCD jets 
from boosted-objects?


• very active and fast-
developing field



High-level vs low-level

19
adapted from Ranit Das talk at BOOST 2022

• traditionally, phenomenologists build 
“clever observables” that are able to 
capture the desired features of 
particle collisions 


• neural networks and computational 
advances allow us to exploit low-level 
information (cal cells, momenta etc)


• what are pro’s and con’s of the two 
approaches? Can we combine them?
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Figure 6: Left: ROC curves for individual physics-motivated features as well as three deep neural
network discriminants. Right: the DNNs are compared with pairwise combinations of the physics-
motivated features.
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Figure 7: ROC curves that combined the DNN outputs with physics motivated features for the
Convnet (left) and MaxOut (right) architectures.
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Even more non-linearity: Going Deep

Deep Convolutional Architectures for  
Jet-Images at the Large Hadron Collider

Introduction 
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is the largest and most powerful particle accelerator in 
the world, collecting 3,200 TB of proton-proton collision data every year. A true instance of Big 
Data, scientists use machine learning for rare-event detection, and hope to catch glimpses of new 
and uncharted physics at unprecedented collision energies.  

Our work focuses on the idea of the ATLAS detector as a camera, with events captured as 
images in 3D space. Drawing on the success of Convolutional Neural Networks in Computer 
Vision, we study the potential of deep leaning for interpreting LHC events in new ways.

The ATLAS detector 
The ATLAS detector is one of the two general-purpose experiments at the LHC. The 100 million 
channel detector captures snapshots of particle collisions occurring 40 million times per second. 
We focus our attention to the Calorimeter, which we treat as a digital camera in cylindrical space. 
Below, we see a snapshot of a 13 TeV proton-proton collision.

LHC Events as Images 
We transform the ATLAS coordinate system (η, φ) to a rectangular grid that allows for an image-
based grid arrangement. During a collision, energy from particles are deposited in pixels in (η, φ) 
space. We take these energy levels, and use them as the pixel intensities in a greyscale analogue. 
These images — called Jet Images — were first introduced by our group [JHEP 02 (2015) 118], 
enabling the connection between LHC physics event reconstruction and computer vision.. We 
transform each image in (η, φ), rotate around the jet-axis, and normalize each image, as is often 
done in Computer Vision, to account for non-discriminative difference in pixel intensities.  

In our experiments, we build discriminants on top of Jet Images to distinguish between a 
hypothetical new physics event, W’→ WZ, and a standard model background, QCD.  

Jet Image

Convolution Max-Pool Convolution Max-Pool Flatten

Fully  
Connected 
ReLU Unit

ReLU Dropout ReLU Dropout
Local 

Response 
Normalization

W’→ WZ event

Convolutions
Convolved  

Feature Layers

Max-Pooling

Repeat

Physics Performance Improvements 
Our analysis shows that Deep Convolutional Networks significantly improve the classification of 
new physics processes compared to state-of-the-art methods based on physics features, 
enhancing the discovery potential of the LHC.  More importantly, the improved performance 
suggests that the deep convolutional network is capturing features and representations beyond 
physics-motivated variables.  

Concluding Remarks 
We show that modern Deep Convolutional Architectures can significantly enhance the discovery 
potential of the LHC for new particles and phenomena. We hope to both inspire future research 
into Computer Vision-inspired techniques for particle discovery, and continue down this path 
towards increased discovery potential for new physics.

Difference in average 
image between signal 

and background

Deep Convolutional Networks 
Deep Learning — convolutional networks in particular — currently represent the state of the art in 
most image recognition tasks. We apply a deep convolutional architecture to Jet Images, and 
perform model selection. Below, we visualize a simple architecture used to great success.  

We found that architectures with large filters captured the physics response with a higher level of 
accuracy. The learned filters from the convolutional layers exhibit a two prong and location based 
structure that sheds light on phenomenological structures within jets. 

Visualizing Learning 
Below, we have the learned convolutional filters (left) and the difference in between the average 
signal and background image after applying the learned convolutional filters (right). This novel 
difference-visualization technique helps understand what the network learns.

2D  
Convolutions 
to Jet Images

Understanding Improvements 
Since the selection of physics-driven variables is driven by physical understanding, we want to be 
sure that the representations we learn are more than simple recombinations of basic physical 
variables. We introduce a new method to test this — we derive sample weights to apply such that 

meaning that physical variables have no discrimination power. Then, we apply our learned 
discriminant, and check for improvement in our figure of merit — the ROC curve.

Standard physically motivated 
discriminants — mass (top)  
and n-subjettiness (bottom)

Receiver Operating Characteristic

Notice that removing out the individual effects of 
the physics-related variables leads to a likelihood 
performance equivalent to a random guess, but 
the Deep Convolutional Network retains some 
discriminative power. This indicates that the deep 
network learns beyond theory-driven variables — 
we hypothesize these may have to do with 
density, shape, spread, and other spatially driven 
features.

Luke de Oliveiraa, Michael Aaron Kaganb, Lester Mackeyc, Benjamin Nachmanb, Ariel Schwartzmanb 

 
aStanford University, Institute for Computational and Mathematical Engineering (ICME), bSLAC National Accelerator Laboratory,  cStanford University, Department of Statistics 

Repeat

Apply deep learning techniques on jet images! [3]

convolutional nets are a standard image 
processing technique; also consider maxout

Figure 5: The convolution neural network concept as applied to jet-images.

4.1 Architectural Selection

For the MaxOut architecture, we utilize two FC layers with MaxOut activation (the first with 256
units, the second with 128 units, both of which have 5 piecewise components in the MaxOut-operation),
followed by two FC layers with ReLU activations (the first with 64 units, the second with 25 units),
followed by a FC sigmoid layer for classification. We found that the He-uniform initialization [35]
for the initial MaxOut layer weights was needed in order to train the network, which we suspect is
due to the sparsity of the jet-image input. In cases where other initialization schemes were used, the
networks often converged to very sub optimal solutions. This network is trained (and evaluated) on
un-normalized jet-images using the transverse energy for the pixel intensities

For the deep convolution networks, we use a convolutional architecture consisting of three sequen-
tial [Conv + Max-Pool + Dropout] units, followed by a local response normalization (LRN) layer [8],
followed by two fully connected, dense layers. We note that the convolutional layers used are so called
“full” convolutions – i.e., zero padding is added the the input pre-convolution. Our architecture can
be succinctly written as:

[Dropout ! Conv ! ReLU ! MaxPool] ⇤ 3 ! LRN ! [Dropout ! FC ! ReLU] ! Dropout ! Sigmoid.

(4.1)
The convolution layers each utilize 32 feature maps, or filters, with filter sizes of 11 ⇥ 11, 3 ⇥ 3,

and 3 ⇥ 3 respectively. All convolution layers are regularized with the L
2 weight matrix norm. A

down-sampling of (2, 2), (3, 3), and (3, 3) is performed by the three max pooling layers, respectively.
A dropout [8] of 20% is used before the first FC layer, and a dropout 10% is used before the output
layer. The FC hidden layer consists of 64 units.

After early experiments with the standard 3 ⇥ 3 filter size, we discovered significantly worse
performance over a more basic MaxOut [7] feedforward network. After further investigation into larger
convolutional filter size, we discovered that larger-than-normal filters work well on our application.
Though not common in the Deep Learning community, we hypothesize that this larger filter size is
helpful when dealing with sparse structures in the input images. In Table 1, we compare di↵erent
filter sizes, finding the optimal filter size of 11⇥ 11, when considering the Area Under the ROC Curve
(AUC) metric, based on the ROC curve outlined in Sections 3 and 5.
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is more di↵use for the QCD background which consists largely of gluon jets, which have an octet
radiation pattern, compared to the singlet radiation pattern of the W jets, where the radiation is
mostly restricted to the region between the two hard cores.
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Figure 2: The average jet image for signal W jets (top) and background QCD jets (bottom) before
(left) and after (right) applying the rotation, re-pixelation, and inversion steps of the pre-processing.
The average is taken over images of jets with 240 GeV < pT < 260 GeV and 65 GeV < mass < 95 GeV.

One standard pre-processing step that is often additionally applied in Computer Vision tasks is
normalization. A common normalization scheme is the L

2 norm such that
P

I
2
i = 1 where Ii is the

intensity of pixel i. This is particularly useful for the jet images where pixel intensities can span many
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is more di↵use for the QCD background which consists largely of gluon jets, which have an octet
radiation pattern, compared to the singlet radiation pattern of the W jets, where the radiation is
mostly restricted to the region between the two hard cores.
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Figure 2: The average jet image for signal W jets (top) and background QCD jets (bottom) before
(left) and after (right) applying the rotation, re-pixelation, and inversion steps of the pre-processing.
The average is taken over images of jets with 240 GeV < pT < 260 GeV and 65 GeV < mass < 95 GeV.

One standard pre-processing step that is often additionally applied in Computer Vision tasks is
normalization. A common normalization scheme is the L

2 norm such that
P

I
2
i = 1 where Ii is the

intensity of pixel i. This is particularly useful for the jet images where pixel intensities can span many
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• jet images do what they say: project the jet into a  pixel image, where 
intensity is given by energy deposition


• use convolutional neural network (CNN) to classify 


• right pre-processing is crucial for many reasons: we average over many events 
and Lorentz symmetry would wash away any pattern

n × n

Cogan, Kagan, Strauss, Schwartzman (2015)                        
de Olivera, Kagan, Mackey, Nachman, Schwartzman (2016)
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• physics intuition can lead us to construct better 
representations of a jet: the Lund jet plane


• the primary Lund jet plane is constructed by de-clustering the 
jet following the hard branch and record (kt, Δ) at each step

Physics intuition meets computer science I: Lund plane

• Standard approach is supervised learning: apply classification algorithms to
large collections of (simulated) samples, e.g. the jet image. [de Oliveira, Kagan, Mackey,

Nachman, Schwartzman (2015)]

• Physics intuition can lead us to construct better representations of a jet: the
Lund plane. [Dreyer, Salam, Soyez (2018)] (see talk in parallel session)Jets as Lund images

Average over declusterings of hardest branch for 2 TeV QCD jets.
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Jets as Lund images

Average over declusterings of hardest branch for 2 TeV QCD jets.
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Lund images for QCD and W jets

� Hard splittings clearly visible,
along the diagonal line with jet
mass m � mW .

� Depletion of events around W
peak due to shadow cast by
leading emission.

Frédéric Dreyer 10/20

• Decluster the jet following the hard branch and record (kt ,�) at each step

• Use this representation as input of log-likelihood or ML algorithms.

Jet substructure and H/V/top-tagging Danilo Ferreira de Lima and Simone Marzani 52
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Mapping out the Lund plane
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• ATLAS performed an 
unfolded measurement of 
the primary Lund plane 
density 

are most di�erent at small values of kt , particularly for soft-collinear splittings at the transition between
perturbative and nonperturbative regions of the plane. The ability of the LJP to isolate physical e�ects is
highlighted in Figure 3(b), where as emissions change from wide-angled to more collinear, the distribution
passes through a region sensitive to the choice of PS model, and then enters a region which is instead
sensitive to the hadronization model. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show regions dominated by nonperturbative
e�ects. The P����� samples describe the data in the collinear region of the jet core well, but all simulations
fail to describe the softest, widest-angle emissions, which are characteristic of contributions from the
underlying event. The P����� 8.186 and S����� 2.2.1 predictions are not shown, but are consistent
with the P����� 8.230 and S����� 2.2.5 (Lund string hadronization) predictions, respectively. These
observations indicate that the LJP may provide useful input to both perturbative and nonperturbative model
development and tuning.
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Figure 2: The LJP measured using jets in 13 TeV pp collision data, corrected to particle level. The inner set of axes
indicates the coordinates of the LJP itself, while the outer set indicates corresponding values of z and �R.
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0Figure 12. Comparison between our calculations and the ATLAS measurement from ref. [84],

for different bins of ∆. The dashed vertical lines, corresponding to z = kt
p⊥∆ for p⊥ = 675GeV

and several kt values, are meant to indicate the transverse scales one is typically sensitive to. The
shaded grey bands indicate bins where the relative uncertainty on the non-perturbative corrections
is larger than 10%. The shaded red regions indicate that our calculation is incomplete because of
the missing resummation of the boundary logarithms.

and slices in z in figure 13. The vertical dashed lines correspond to the kt scales estimated

using z = kt/(p⊥∆), i.e. assuming a jet at the lower p⊥ cut of 675GeV and a leading

parton/subjet carrying a fraction x = 1 of the initial jet transverse momentum. The shaded

grey bands indicate regions where the uncertainty on the non-perturbative corrections is

larger than 10%. Shaded red bands correspond to the regions sensitive to the boundary

logarithms discussed in section 3.3.2. We recall that we have not resummed these terms,

so our calculation should be considered incomplete in the red shaded regions. A rough

estimate of their potential size is given in appendix B.

For all unshaded bins in figures 12 and 13, we see agreement between our predictions

and the data to within the experimental and theoretical uncertainties. Generally speak-

ing, the theoretical uncertainties are larger than the experimental ones, though they are
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Figure 13. Same as figure 12 this time for slices at constant ln(1/z).

comparable at values of z and ∆ that correspond to large kt values. Recall that the the-

oretical uncertainties are to a large extent dominated by the choice of scale of αs in the

resummation and a higher-order resummation would therefore be beneficial to reduce the

uncertainties.

If we consider the grey shaded regions, i.e. those where non-perturbative uncertainties

are larger than 10%, the agreement between data and theory remains acceptable in most

of the bins, almost all the way down to 2GeV, to within the total uncertainties. In

practice this agreement is facilitated by the non-perturbative blow-up of the uncertainties

at low kt and our predictions’ central values are systematically above the data points.

Recall, however, that our estimates of non-perturbative corrections rely on the assumption

that the parton-level event-generator results are structurally similar to a full perturbative

calculation. This assumption is questionable at low kt: for example, a parton shower may

contain a low-kt cut, with the phase-space below that kt value being filled up by hadronisa-

tion (there is a hint of this occurring in appendix D, figure 16); in contrast our perturbative

calculation has no such cut, and so the hadronisation contribution to that region, supple-

mented with our perturbative contribution, could effectively lead to double counting and

so an overestimate relative to the data. In this respect it might be interesting to develop a
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(a) Lund-plane density ρ(∆, kt) (b) Perturbative uncertainty (c) Full uncertainty

Figure 10. Predictions for the primary Lund plane density for the high-p⊥ setup (a) and as-
sociated perturbative (b) and full (c) uncertainties. Full uncertainties sum the perturbative and
non-perturbative contributions in quadrature.

(a) large angles: 0.549 < ∆ < 0.670 (b) small angles: 0.074 < ∆ < 0.091

Figure 11. Slices of the primary Lund-plane density ρ(∆, kt) at constant ∆. The upper panels
correspond to the density ρ(∆, kt) itself while the lower panels show the relative scale uncertainties
δρ
ρ (∆, kt). We show results for the matched result at LO (red) and NLO (blue), as well as NLO
results including non-perturbative corrections (black).

spond to a measurement performed using charged-tracks above 500MeV — following the

procedure outlined in section 5. Details of the non-perturbative corrections are given in

appendix E.

We compare our results to the ATLAS data from ref. [84] for slices in ∆ in figure 12

– 27 –

• First-principle 
calculation of 
the Lund plane 
density 

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.222002
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP10(2020)170
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP10(2020)170
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2112.09545.pdf
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Fig. 3: Averaged primary Lund jet plane images for ZH(bb̄) and Zbb̄ in the truth and reco case.

Table 2: Area under the ROC curves for di↵erent com-
bination of observables.

AUC - Test Sample
Truth Reco

CS observables 0.826 0.788
D2+CR 0.817 0.787
LPCNN 0.876 0.828

CS + LPCNN 0.893 0.846

is almost unnoticeable. Moving to the combinations in-
volving the Lund jet plane, we observe that the Lund
jet plane alone is performing better than the whole set
of CS observables, especially in the region of high signal
e�ciencies. When we combine LPCNN with the CS ob-
servables, we see a noticeable improvement of the over-
all classification power, with a value of AUC equal to
0.893 in the truth case and 0.846 in the reco case.

Finally, in Table 3 we rank the variables based on
their importance in the BDT, both in the truth and
reco case. The ranking presented here also includes the

output of the Lund jet plane CNN as an additional
input. LPCNN is the most discriminating variable, both
in the truth and in the reco case. It is followed in order
by D2 and the colour ring O. The jet pull variables are
all of similar importance, at the bottom of the ranking
score. For the reconstructed case, O gains additional
importance with respect to the pull variables.

We end this Section with a comment about the us-
age of the pull angle. As already mentioned in Sect. 2,
the pull angle ✓p is only Sudakov safe. One may wonder
what is the e↵ect of keeping only its (IRC-safe) projec-
tions tk and t?, instead of using all the three observables
tk, t? and ✓p as input in the BDT, as we have done.
Unsurprisingly, by looking at the correlation matrix in
the BDT, we observe a strong correlation between these
variables. Given that the variables derived from the jet
pull vector(s) have a small influence on the overall per-
formance, a variant of the tagger could be conceived,
with comparable performance, by dropping ✓p among
the list of inputs to the BDT.

8

Fig. 4: The ROC curves showing background rejection as a function of signal e�ciency for the truth (left) and
reco case (right) for CS variables, LPCNN and the combined cases.

Table 3: BDT observable ranking for the truth and reco
cases.

Observable Ranking

Truth Reco

Rank Obs. Importance Obs. Importance

1 LPCNN 6.6 ⇥10�1 LPCNN 4.8⇥10�1

2 D2 1.4 ⇥10�1
O 1.0⇥10�1

3 O 5.7⇥10�2
D2 9.3⇥10�2

4 ✓pb 3.0⇥10�2
✓pb 7.0⇥10�2

5 ✓pa 2.9⇥10�2
✓pa 6.5⇥10�2

6 tkb 2.6⇥10�2
t?b 6.0⇥10�2

7 tka 2.4⇥10�2
tka 4.5⇥10�2

8 t?b 1.9⇥10�2
t?a 4.3⇥10�2

9 t?a 1.0⇥10�3
tka 3.3⇥10�2

5 Invariant mass dependence

Since our goal is to develop a tagger purely sensitive
to the colour configuration of the decaying particle, in
order to be applied to other contexts (such as Z or W

boson hadronic decays), ideally our procedure should
be insensitive to the invariant mass of decaying system,
specifically to the invariant mass of the pair of b-jets.

In Fig. 5 we show the distribution of the invari-
ant mass measured on the whole set of background
events and on three subset of events, each of the same
size, corresponding to signal-enriched, intermediate and
background-enriched regions. These regions are defined
by means of a set of cuts on di↵erent discriminant vari-
ables: D2 alone (Fig. 5a), combined BDT with CS but

D2 (Fig. 5b), Lund plane CNN (Fig. 5c). We show re-
sults for the reco case only, since the ones in the truth
case are similar. In an ideal scenario, a cut on the dis-
criminating variable should not also concomitantly im-
ply a cut on the invariant mass of the system, hence the
curves for the three regions should overlap, and agree
with the curve without any cut.

We find that the sensitivity to the invariant mass
is introduced mainly through the D2 observable, which
is highly correlated to the value on the mass, as it is
clear from Fig. 5a. Such a correlation has been already
investigated in the literature [49, 62]. By removing D2

from the CS input variables of the BDT, the mass bias
is greatly reduced, as can be observed by comparing
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. However, given the fact that the
D2 observable is ranked as one of the most important
(see Table 3), the removal of this variable comes at the
price of loosing a good part of e�ciency.

Finally, it is interesting to study whether the LPCNN

alone retains or not a dependence on the invariant mass
of the decaying system. This is shown in Fig. 5c. Un-
fortunately, the output of the LPCNN appears to be
notably correlated to the invariant mass of the pair of
b-jets. In order to better understand this behaviour, by
looking at the correlation matrix of the BDT with the
CS variables and the LPCNN as input, we note that
LPCNN and D2 are largely correlated. Hence, the be-
haviour we observe in Fig. 5c for LPCNN can be related
to the known behaviour of D2 of Fig. 5a. Given the fact
that LPCNN is our best discriminating variable, consid-

Lund plane images: Higgs

23

• it is natural to consider the primary Lund plane as an 
alternative jet image


• used as input to CNN to built taggers


• Hbb tagger that exploits different colour correlations 
between   vs 


• improved performance wrt simpler colour-sensitive 
variables, such as the colour ring 

H → bb̄ g → bb̄

• good performance also for 
Higgs decay into light jets, 
where colour ring fails 



Lund plane images: heavy quarks

24

• the presence of massive quarks alters the QCD 
radiation pattern (so-called dead-cone effect)


• we build a b-tagger which exploits orthogonal 
information to standard approach


• again we compare to simpler variables (here jet 
angularities) 

• work in progress to 
actually compute 
these distributions 
from first-principles 
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FIG. 2. ROC curves, obtained using PYTHIA simulated data,
for one-dimensional angularity distributions, multivariable
DNN classifier and pLP CNN classifier. The single points
correspond to ATLAS SV1, IP3D and DL1 b-tagging perfor-
mance from [14].

worse performance than the JetFitter tagger. However,
we see that our CNN discriminator improves our tagging
performance and makes it comparable with the perfor-
mance of the JetFitter algorithm. Finally, we note that
the DL1 tagger, which is trained upon multiple features,
leads to a better performance than our DNN and CNN
models. Nevertheless, we argue that the set of simple
input features considered in this letter, which rely on
QCD phenomenological ideas and are not directly based
on charged particle track reconstruction, can be used in
conjunction with the aforementioned ATLAS taggers, to
improve existing multivariate tagging algorithms.

We stress that the above discussion should be taken
with some caution, as we are comparing information
obtained with simulated data at detector-level by the
ATLAS collaboration, with our own simulations, which
are performed at particle level. However, we have a good
level of confidence that this comparison is meaningful,
because our taggers are built with infra-red and collinear
safe observables that should be robust against detector
reconstruction ine�ciency for low momentum particles or
single hadron reconstruction in dense environment. For
instance, related studies on Higgs tagging using the pLP
with CNN [62] have shown that detector e↵ects typically
result into a degradation of the tagging e�ciency, as mea-
sured by the AUC, of a few percent, in the case of jets
without grooming. Furthermore, we expect these e↵ects
to be even smaller, in the case of SoftDrop jets.

In this letter, we have proposed a novel b-tagging ap-
proach based upon QCD-inspired jet substructure ob-
servables: one-dimensional jet angularities and two-
dimensional primary Lund plane. We have found that
deep neural network and convolutional neural network
discriminators trained upon these observables for jets of
high transerse momentum (pT � 500 GeV) reach accu-
racy similar to b-tagging algorithms based on charged
particle track reconstruciton, as used by the ATLAS col-
laboration, but not as good as a more complex multi-
variate tagger, which combines the aforementioned track-
based tagger with additional features. Nevertheless, the
advantage of our approach lies in its simplicity, since the
only information one needs to use is the jet clustering
history. Furthermore, both jet angularities and the pri-
mary Lund Plane are sensitive to the kinematics of the
jet constituents and their dynamics, as dictated by QCD.
Both e↵ects are influenced by the mass of the b-quark.
On the other hand, existing b-taggers heavily rely on the
b-hadron lifetime. Therefore, it would be especially inter-
esting to combine the discriminating features discussed in
this letter with the ones used to train DL1 tagger, in or-
der to check if the further discriminating accuracy can
be reached. We leave such work to the future studies.
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FIG. 1. A collection of jet substructure observables that we use in our analysis. The top row shows for hadron-level jets: (a)
the histogram of the LHA angularity �1/2, including the underflow events in the first bin; the pLP for b-jets (b) and light-jets
(c). The bottom row shows for hadron-level jets after the application of the SoftDrop (SD) grooming algorithm [56] with � = 0
and zcut = 0.1 parameters: (d) the histogram of the LHA angularity �1/2, including the underflow events in the first bin; the
pLP for b-jets (e) and light-jets (f).

setup. The resulting ROC curves have profiles similar
to those shown in Fig. 2. The di↵erence between AUC
values corresponding to ungroomed and groomed jets is
varying in the 1-3% interval (see also our supplementary
material [50]). These results give us confidence about the
discrimination power that our proposed tagger.

Finally, the performance of our DNN and CNN dis-
criminants is compared to the state-of-the-art b-tagging
algorithms used by the ATLAS experiment. The ap-
proach commonly followed by experimental collaboration
is to combine a set of low-level b-tagging algorithms,
based on detector reconstructed quantities, into high-
level multivariate algorithms. In the case of the AT-
LAS experiment the low-level b-tagging algorithm we
could analyse are two: the JetFitter algorithm [72],
which attempts the reconstruction of the b- to c-hadron
decay chain using fully or partially reconstructed ver-
tices obtained from a subset of charged tacks associ-

ated to the jets; the second is the IP3D [73] algorithm,
which analyzes, for each charged particle track, the three-
dimensional distance of minimal approach between the
proton-proton interaction vertex and the track trajec-
tory. The information obtained by these algorithms (plus
additional jet and secondary vertex reconstruction infor-
mation) is used as an input for the so-called high-level
b-tagger, in this case a deep feed-forward neural network
named DL1 [73]. Scatter points in Fig. 2 show the re-
sults of b-jet signal e�ciency and light-jet background
e�ciency for the JetFitter, IP3D, and DL1 algorithms for
jets reconstructed using PYTHIA-generated events, subse-
quently fed into the ATLAS Geant4-based detector sim-
ulation, plus charged particle track reconstruction. The
values are taken from [74]. By comparing the perfor-
mance of the JetFitter, IP3D and DL1 taggers against
our results we see that our DNN discriminants show bet-
ter performance than the IP3D tagger and somewhat

Fedkevych, Kaur, SM, Sforza (2022)

https://inspirehep.net/files/c05f89ddacf1c307600356f3e46f9b42
https://inspirehep.net/literature/2030682


Exploring secondary planes
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• so far we’ve discussed the primary Lund 
plane (always follow the hardest branch)


• it is possible to include information about 
leaves obtained following the softer ones


• the LundNet taggers make use of graph NN 
to digest the whole structure 
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Figure 1. The Lund plane representation of a jet (left) where each emission is positioned according
to its ∆ and kt coordinates, and the corresponding mapping to a binary Lund tree of tuples (right).
The thick blue line represents the primary sequence of tuples Lprimary.

senting the angle and transverse momentum of a given emission with respect to its emitter,
and which is often used in discussions of resummations of large logarithms in perturbation
theory or of Monte Carlo parton showers. Each emission then creates an additional trian-
gular leaf corresponding to the phase space for further emissions. It was shown in recent
work that the Lund plane provides a useful basis to achieve an efficient description of the
clustering sequence of a jet, containing a rich set of information about its substructure,
with notable potential for jet tagging [33]. The Lund jet plane allows for a visual repre-
sentation of the clustering history of a jet. This systematic encoding of a jet’s radiation
patterns can be measured experimentally [34], allowing for comparisons between theoretical
predictions and experimental data [35] and with potential for constraining general purpose
Monte Carlo event generators [36].

The Lund plane is obtained by first reclustering a jet’s constituents with the Cam-
bridge/Aachen (CA) algorithm [37, 38], which sequentially identifies and combines the
pair of particles a and b closest in rapidity y, a measure of relativistic velocity along the
beam axis, and azimuthal angle φ around the same axis, i.e. minimising ∆2 = (ya − yb)2 +
(φa − φb)2. We then iterate over this clustering sequence, starting from the full jet and
proceeding by:

1. Declustering the current (pseudo)jet into two transverse momentum ordered pseudo-
jets a and b such that pt,a > pt,b, and where we consider b to be the emission of the
(a+ b) emitter.
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Figure 6. Background rejection 1/εQCD versus signal efficiency εTop for top jet tagging with
transverse momentum pt > 500GeV.

about the structure of only one of the initial decay products of the original top quark,
limiting the performance that can be achieved without input from secondary planes. It is
however interesting to see that in this process with more complex topology, the LundNet-5
model provides a substantial performance gain over existing state-of-the-art methods such
as ParticleNet. This is due to the nature of its input, which contains already high-level
kinematic information about the radiation patterns of the jet, making it much simpler for
the neural network to learn how to distinguish signals with more involved signatures. Thus
the LundNet-3 model achieves almost the same signal purity as the ParticleNet algorithm,
despite having as input only a reduced 3-tuple of kinematic variables per node and taking
about an order of magnitude less time to train. Interestingly, the performance gap between
the two LundNet taggers is entirely due to the addition of the subjet mass and azimuthal
angle ψ to the input features of each declustering for the LundNet-5 model.

4.3 Quark/gluon discrimination

Our final benchmark considers the discrimination between quark and gluon initiated jets,
a core challenge in collider physics which has seen much research in recent years [8, 52–58].
For this study, we consider a signal sample of 500k quark-initiated jets obtained through
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Figure 4. Background rejection 1/εQCD versus signal efficiency εW for W jet tagging with trans-
verse momentum pt > 500GeV.

given signal efficiency, i.e. which are closer to the top right corner of the figure. We com-
pare the LundNet-3 and LundNet-5 models with three recent benchmarks: the ParticleNet
model introduced in [18], the RecNN model from [9] and the Lund+LSTM model from
the original Lund plane paper [33], which uses an LSTM network on the primary Lund
sequence. Both the RecNN and the Lund+LSTM models, while superior to heuristic sub-
structure algorithms, are vastly outperformed by all of the graph based methods considered.
The LundNet-3 model is able to achieve about the same signal purity as ParticleNet, but
can be trained in substantially less time, as will be discussed in more detail in section 5.3,
and takes only a small 3-dimensional input for each declustering node in the Lund plane.
By including more kinematic information, the LundNet-5 model is able to provide a slightly
higher performance, but as we will see in section 5, this comes at the price of being less
robust to non-perturbative effects than its lower-dimensional counterpart.

In figure 5, we show the same process but with a transverse momentum selection cut
of pt > 2TeV for the jets. Here we can observe roughly the same qualitative behaviour as
at lower transverse momentum, but with the LundNet-5 model now clearly outperforming
the remaining taggers even at high signal efficiencies. At higher transverse momentum, the
peak in the Lund plane associated with the W splitting, and the corresponding depletion
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Figure 10. Performance εW√
εQCD

versus resilience to detector effects.

input of the LundNet-5 model contains information about soft wide-angle emissions further
down the clustering tree, as these will increase the mass of the subjet even if they are then
removed after failing a kt cut. In contrast, the LundNet-3 model becomes very resilient to
non-perturbative effects as the transverse momentum cut is increased, outperforming the
Lund+LSTM model by a factor two for the same resilience value.

In figure 9 (left), we show the ROC curve for each model trained on the hadron-level W
data, with the ROC curve obtained on the parton-level data shown as a dotted line. The
lower panel provides the ratio between the parton-level ROC curve and the hadron-level
one. The right-hand side of figure 9 gives the ROC curve of the LundNet-3 models obtained
for several choices of the ln kt transverse momentum cut applied on the Lund tree. Here
we can observe the improved resilience as the kt cut is increased, with the ln kt/GeV > 1
model providing almost the same performance at parton and hadron level, albeit at the
cost of a factor 20 in background rejection when compared to the unconstrained model.
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"There is nothing new to be discovered in physics now. All 
that remains is more and more precise measurement."

attributed to Lord Kelvin, 
ca1900
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31 9. Quantum Chromodynamics

scheme [569,570].
Summarizing the results from world data on structure functions, taking the unweighted average

of the central values and errors of all selected results, leads to a pre-average value of –s(M2
Z

) =
0.1162 ± 0.0020, see Fig. 9.2.
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Figure 9.2: Summary of determinations of –s(M2
Z

) from the seven sub-fields discussed in the
text. The yellow (light shaded) bands and dotted lines indicate the pre-average values of each
sub-field. The dashed line and blue (dark shaded) band represent the final world average value of
–s(M2

Z
). The “*” symbol within the “hadron colliders” sub-field indicates a determination including

a simultaneous fit of PDFs.
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FIG. 13: Thrust distribution at N3LL′ order and Q = mZ

including QED and mb corrections using the best fit values
for αs(mZ) and Ω1 in the R-gap scheme given in Eq. (68). The
pink band represents the perturbative error determined from
the scan method described in Sec. VI. Data from DELPHI,
ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD are also shown.

αs(mZ) is ±0.0009 compared to ±0.0021 with Ω̄1 in the
MS scheme. Also at NNLL′ and N3LL we see that the
removal of the O(ΛQCD) renormalon leads to a reduction
of the theoretical uncertainties by about a factor of two
in comparison to the results with Ω̄1 in the MS scheme
without renormalon subtraction. The proper treatment
of the renormalon subtraction is thus a substantial part
of a high-precision analysis for Ω1 as well as for αs.

It is instructive to analyze the minimal χ2 values for
the best fit points shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 the dis-
tributions of the best fits in the αs-χ2

min/dof plane are
shown using the color scheme of Fig. 11. Figure 12a dis-
plays the results in R-gap scheme, and Fig. 12b the ones
in the MS scheme. For both schemes we find that the
χ2
min values and the size of the covered area in the αs-

χ2
min/dof plane systematically decrease with increasing

order. While the analysis in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 leads
to χ2

min/dof values around unity and thus an adequate
description of the entire global data set at N3LL′ order,
we see that accounting for the renormalon subtraction in
the R-gap scheme leads to a substantially improved the-
oretical description having χ2

min/dof values below unity
already at NNLL′ and N3LL orders, with the N3LL′ or-
der result slightly lower at χ2

min/dof ! 0.91. This demon-
strates the excellent description of the experimental data
contained in our global data set. It also validates the
smaller theoretical uncertainties we obtain for αs and Ω1

at N3LL′ order in the R-gap scheme.

As an illustration of the accuracy of the fit, in Fig. 13
we show the theory thrust distributions at Q = mZ for
the full N3LL′ order with the R-gap scheme for Ω1, for
the default theory parameters and the corresponding best
fit values shown in bold in Tabs. IV and V. The pink

Band Band Our scan
method 1 method 2 method

N3LL′ with ΩRgap
1 0.0004 0.0008 0.0009

N3LL′ with Ω̄MS
1 0.0016 0.0019 0.0021

N3LL′ without Smod
τ 0.0018 0.0021 0.0034

O(α3
s) fixed-order 0.0018 0.0026 0.0046

TABLE VI: Theoretical uncertainties for αs(mZ) obtained at
N3LL′ order from two versions of the error band method, and
from our theory scan method. The uncertainties in the R-gap
scheme (first line) include renormalon subtractions, while the
ones in the MS scheme (second line) do not and are therefore
larger. The same uncertainties are obtained in the analysis
without nonperturbative function (third line). Larger uncer-
tainties are obtained from a pure O(α3

s) fixed-order analysis
(lowest line). Our theory scan method is more conservative
than the error band method.

band displays the theoretical uncertainty from the scan
method. The fit result is shown in comparison with data
from DELPHI, ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD, and agrees
very well. (Note that the theory values displayed are
actually binned according to the ALEPH data set and
then joined by a smooth interpolation.)

Band Method

It is useful to compare our scan method to determine the
perturbative errors with the error band method [26] that
was employed in the analyses of Refs. [20, 22, 25]. In the
error band method first each theory parameter is varied
separately in the respective ranges specified in Tab. III
while the rest are kept fixed at their default values. The
resulting envelope of all these separate variations with
the fit parameters αs(mZ) and Ω1 held at their best fit
values determines the error bands for the thrust distri-
bution at the different Q values. Then, the perturbative
error is determined by varying αs(mZ) keeping all the-
ory parameters to their default values and the value of
the moment Ω1 to its best fit value. The resulting per-
turbative errors of αs(mZ) for our full N3LL′ analysis in
the R-gap scheme are given in the first line of Tab. VI.
In the second line the corresponding errors for αs(mZ)
in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 are displayed. The left column
gives the error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation leads to curves strictly inside
the error bands for all Q values. For this method it turns
out that the band for the highest Q value is the most
restrictive and sets the size of the error. The resulting
error for the N3LL′ analysis in the R-gap scheme is more
than a factor of two smaller than the error obtained from
our theory scan method, which is shown in the right col-
umn. Since the high Q data has a much lower statistical
weight than the data from Q = mZ , we do not consider
this method to be sufficiently conservative and conclude
that it should not be used. The middle column gives the
perturbative error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation minimizes a χ2 function which
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including QED and mb corrections using the best fit values
for αs(mZ) and Ω1 in the R-gap scheme given in Eq. (68). The
pink band represents the perturbative error determined from
the scan method described in Sec. VI. Data from DELPHI,
ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD are also shown.

αs(mZ) is ±0.0009 compared to ±0.0021 with Ω̄1 in the
MS scheme. Also at NNLL′ and N3LL we see that the
removal of the O(ΛQCD) renormalon leads to a reduction
of the theoretical uncertainties by about a factor of two
in comparison to the results with Ω̄1 in the MS scheme
without renormalon subtraction. The proper treatment
of the renormalon subtraction is thus a substantial part
of a high-precision analysis for Ω1 as well as for αs.

It is instructive to analyze the minimal χ2 values for
the best fit points shown in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 the dis-
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contained in our global data set. It also validates the
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s) fixed-order analysis
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from DELPHI, ALEPH, OPAL, L3, and SLD, and agrees
very well. (Note that the theory values displayed are
actually binned according to the ALEPH data set and
then joined by a smooth interpolation.)

Band Method

It is useful to compare our scan method to determine the
perturbative errors with the error band method [26] that
was employed in the analyses of Refs. [20, 22, 25]. In the
error band method first each theory parameter is varied
separately in the respective ranges specified in Tab. III
while the rest are kept fixed at their default values. The
resulting envelope of all these separate variations with
the fit parameters αs(mZ) and Ω1 held at their best fit
values determines the error bands for the thrust distri-
bution at the different Q values. Then, the perturbative
error is determined by varying αs(mZ) keeping all the-
ory parameters to their default values and the value of
the moment Ω1 to its best fit value. The resulting per-
turbative errors of αs(mZ) for our full N3LL′ analysis in
the R-gap scheme are given in the first line of Tab. VI.
In the second line the corresponding errors for αs(mZ)
in the MS scheme for Ω̄1 are displayed. The left column
gives the error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation leads to curves strictly inside
the error bands for all Q values. For this method it turns
out that the band for the highest Q value is the most
restrictive and sets the size of the error. The resulting
error for the N3LL′ analysis in the R-gap scheme is more
than a factor of two smaller than the error obtained from
our theory scan method, which is shown in the right col-
umn. Since the high Q data has a much lower statistical
weight than the data from Q = mZ , we do not consider
this method to be sufficiently conservative and conclude
that it should not be used. The middle column gives the
perturbative error when the band method is applied such
that the αs(mZ) variation minimizes a χ2 function which
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FIG. 17: The smaller elongated ellipses show the experimental
39% CL error (1-sigma for αs) and best fit points for different
global data sets at N3LL′ order in the R-gap scheme and
including bottom quark mass and QED effects. The default
theory parameters given in Tab. III are employed. The larger
ellipses show the combined theoretical plus experimental error
for our default data set with 39% CL (solid, 1-sigma for one
dimension) and 68% CL (dashed).

experimental error ellipses, hence to larger uncertainties.
It is an interesting but expected outcome of the fits

that the pure experimental error for αs (the uncertainty
of αs for fixed central Ω1) depends fairly weakly on the
τ range and the size of the global data sets shown in
Fig. 17. If we had a perfect theory description then we
would expect that the centers and the sizes of the error
ellipses would be statistically compatible. Here this is
not the case, and one should interpret the spread of the
ellipses shown in Fig. 17 as being related to the theo-
retical uncertainty contained in our N3LL′ order predic-
tions. In Fig. 17 we have also displayed the combined
(experimental and theoretical) 39% CL standard error
ellipse from our default global data set which was al-
ready shown in Fig. 11a (and is 1-sigma, 68% CL, for
either one dimensional projection). We also show the
68% CL error ellipse by a dashed red line, which corre-
sponds to 1-sigma knowledge for both parameters. As
we have shown above, the error in both the dashed and
solid larger ellipses is dominated by the theory scan un-
certainties, see Eqs. (68). The spread of the error ellipses
from the different global data sets is compatible with the
1-sigma interpretation of our theoretical error estimate,
and hence is already represented in our final results.

Analysis without Power Corrections

Using the simple assumption that the thrust distribution
in the tail region is proportional to αs and that the main

αs(mZ)±(pert. error) χ2/(dof)

N3LL′ with ΩRgap
1 0.1135 ± 0.0009 0.91

N3LL′ with Ω̄MS
1 0.1146 ± 0.0021 1.00

N3LL′ without Smod
τ 0.1241 ± 0.0034 1.26

O(α3
s) fixed-order

without Smod
τ

0.1295 ± 0.0046 1.12

TABLE VII: Comparison of global fit results for our full anal-
ysis to a fit where the renormalon is not canceled with Ω̄1, a
fit without Smod

τ (meaning without power corrections with
Smod
τ (k) = δ(k)), and a fit at fixed order without power cor-

rections and log resummation. All results include bottom
mass and QED corrections.

effect of power corrections is a shift of the distribution
in τ , we have estimated in Sec. I that a 300MeV power
correction will lead to an extraction of αs from Q = mZ

data that is δαs/αs ! (−9 ± 3)% lower than an anal-
ysis without power corrections. In our theory code we
can easily eliminate all nonperturbative effects by set-
ting Smod

τ (k) = δ(k) and ∆̄ = δ = 0. At N3LL′ or-
der and using our scan method to determine the per-
turbative uncertainty a global fit to our default data set
yields αs(mZ) = 0.1241 ± (0.0034)pert which is indeed
9% larger than our main result in Eq. (68) which ac-
counts for nonperturbative effects. It is also interesting
to do the same fit with a purely fixed-order code, which
we can do by setting µS = µJ = µH to eliminate the
summation of logarithms. The corresponding fit yields
αs(mZ) = 0.1295±(0.0046)pert, where the displayed error
has again been determined from the theory scan which in
this case accounts for variations of µH and the numerical
uncertainties associated with ε2 and ε3. (A comparison
with Ref. [22] is given below in Sec. IX.)
These results have been collected in Tab. VII together

with the αs results of our analyses with power corrections
in the R-gap and the MS schemes. For completeness we
have also displayed the respective χ2/dof values which
were determined by the average of the maximal and the
minimum values obtained in the scan.

VIII. FAR-TAIL AND PEAK PREDICTIONS

The factorization formula (4) can be simultaneously used
in the peak, tail, and far-tail regions. To conclude the
discussion of the numerical results of our global analysis
in the tail region, we use the results obtained from this
tail fit to make predictions in the peak and the far-tail
regions.
In Fig. 18 we compare predictions from our full N3LL′

code in the R-gap scheme (solid red line) to the accurate
ALEPH data at Q = mZ in the far-tail region. As input
for αs(mZ) and Ω1 we use our main result of Eq. (68)
and all other theory parameters are set to their default
values (see Tab. III). We find excellent agreement within
the theoretical uncertainties (pink band). Key features

• strong coupling correlated 
with non-perturbative 
parameters


• need better understanding 
of these effects


• or… we can try and 
reduce them



• MC models of non-pert corrections are tuned with parton showers of limited accuracy


• analytic models of non-pert corrections are usually derived in the two-jet limit


• recently a full calculation of the leading non-pert corrections has been performed


• can these improvements alleviate the tension in strong coupling determinations using 
event shapes?

A better understanding
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Figure 3: Same as fig. 1, but for the sum of all the dipoles, where each contribution is

supplemented with the proper colour factor, as in eq. (6.6). The grey shading shows the

region which is usually excluded from ↵s determinations [18].

done in the dispersive model [16, 17, 32], but this is irrelevant for us since we only report

results for the ⇣ function.

We compare analytic and numerical results for ⇣qg in fig. 2. We observe that also in this

case the numerical result converges towards the analytic one, and that features discussed

in connection with fig. 1 are also present for the qg dipole. We note that it is evident from

fig. 2 that the numerical result for the qg dipole is less stable than the result for the qq̄

one, so that the availability of the analytic computation in this case is especially welcome.

6.2 Results for the C-parameter and the thrust in the three-jet region and

comparison with existing literature

Having validated the analytic result against the numerical ones of ref. [19], we can compare

our predictions to the results in the literature. In fig. 3, we show our prediction for ⇣qq̄g

for both the C-parameter (left) and the thrust (right) distributions using eq. (6.6). In

those figures the grey shaded areas show the kinematic regions that are typically excluded

from high-precision extractions of ↵s [18]. We observe that for both the C-parameter and

the thrust the shape of non-perturbative corrections in the bulk of the three-jet region is

non-trivial.

It is interesting to compare our result for the C-parameter with the predictions of

ref. [18]. Using eqs. (3.22, 3.23), it is straightforward to check that our results agree with

those of ref. [18] at the endpoints c = 0, 3/4.19 However, in the bulk of the three-jet region

the formalism of ref. [18] does not lead to an unambiguous prediction. Instead, the authors

of ref. [18] adopted an agnostic approach and obtained di↵erent results depending on the

assumption they made for the recoil due to the emission of a soft massless gluon, see their

fig. 3. It is interesting to note that most of the recoil schemes considered in ref. [18] (Catani-

Seymour [33], PanLocal (antenna variant) and PanGlobal [36]) gave the same result. It

19
We note that our definition of ⇣qq̄g and ⇣ in ref. [18] di↵er by a factor 3⇡.
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• in the past decade, our understanding of jets has improved tremendously


• efficient and robust grooming and tagging algorithms have been 
developed and exploited at the LHC


• Soft Drop aims to clean up a jet by removing soft radiation

Groomed event shapes
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Challenges for Soft Drop thrust
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Challenges for Soft Drop thrust
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• non-pert region is 
pushed down, but it 
acquires a more 
complicated 
structure 
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likely to be important for fits

non-perturbative
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• Soft Drop mass more sensitive to pert. effects than non-pert ones (but choice of normalisation is 
important)


• in e+e- we essentially only have quark jets, while important limitation for pp is the correlations with 
quark/gluon fractions


• what about using energy correlators rather than grooming? 

Fitting for the strong coupling
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Here the weights associated with the shift and boundary corrections d�1,2/dx are shown in
Fig. ??.

4 Sensitivity of matched jet mass cross section to ↵s

{sec:analysis}
In this section, we compare the sensitivity to ↵s with that of other parameters. We will state
results for two ways of normalizing the cross section:

Normalize to inclusive x-sec in the pT -⌘ bin:
d3
�

dpTd⌘d⇠

�
d2
�

dpTd⌘
, (4.1)

Normalize to the fit range:
d3
�

dpTd⌘d⇠

�Z ⇠0
0

⇠SDOE

d⇠
d3
�

dpTd⌘d⇠
, (4.2)

where the fit range was defined in Eq. (3.3).

4.1 Quark- and gluon-jet dependence on ↵s {sec:aSdep}
Before analyzing the theoretical uncertainty on ↵s measurement using soft-drop jet mass, let us
pause to discuss how the jet mass spectrum varies with ↵s. A leading logarithm approximation
gives, cf. Eq. (C.18),

d�

sd

d log(⇠)
/ exp

h
� ↵s(µ)C

⇡
a log ⇠

i
= ⇠

�↵s(µ)C
⇡ a (4.3) {eq:aSestimate}{eq:aSestimate}

where a is a ⇠-independent constant. This estimate shows that the LL formula predicts the
slope of the jet mass spectrum to be proportional to ↵s. One can wonder whether this estimate
carries over to NLL and NNLL predictions.

To analyze how the slope of the jet mass spectrum changes, we vary ↵s(mZ) by ±10%,
and compare with an estimate of a similar variation of the slope, see Fig. 5. For quark jets
with � = 0, we notice a striking feature: while the estimate from Eq. (4.3) can be argued to
roughly hold for the LL curves (varying the slope of the spectrum in the resummation region
by ±10% gives a similar change as varying ↵s(mZ)), the approximation is not useful at NLL
and beyond, since the jet mass spectrum flattens out. Thus, only the overall normalization
retains sensitivity to changes in ↵s. For quark jets with � > 0 and gluon jets, on the other
hand, a linear dependence on ↵s persists at higher logarithmic orders.

4.2 Statistical analysis

In order to determine the sensitivity to ↵s, we must first quantify the deviation of different
variations from a central curve. Our central curve is calculated using the default profiles
in Sec. 2.8.3, and when including non-perturbative corrections, we will determine central
parameters using Monte-Carlo simulations. To imitate a potential comparison with collider
data, we split the range ⇠SDNP to ⇠0 into a number of bins nbins, with

nbins = 5, 10, 20 . (4.4)
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4.1 Quark- and gluon-jet dependence on ↵s {sec:aSdep}
Before analyzing the theoretical uncertainty on ↵s measurement using soft-drop jet mass, let us
pause to discuss how the jet mass spectrum varies with ↵s. A leading logarithm approximation
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where a is a ⇠-independent constant. This estimate shows that the LL formula predicts the
slope of the jet mass spectrum to be proportional to ↵s. One can wonder whether this estimate
carries over to NLL and NNLL predictions.

To analyze how the slope of the jet mass spectrum changes, we vary ↵s(mZ) by ±10%,
and compare with an estimate of a similar variation of the slope, see Fig. 5. For quark jets
with � = 0, we notice a striking feature: while the estimate from Eq. (4.3) can be argued to
roughly hold for the LL curves (varying the slope of the spectrum in the resummation region
by ±10% gives a similar change as varying ↵s(mZ)), the approximation is not useful at NLL
and beyond, since the jet mass spectrum flattens out. Thus, only the overall normalization
retains sensitivity to changes in ↵s. For quark jets with � > 0 and gluon jets, on the other
hand, a linear dependence on ↵s persists at higher logarithmic orders.

4.2 Statistical analysis

In order to determine the sensitivity to ↵s, we must first quantify the deviation of different
variations from a central curve. Our central curve is calculated using the default profiles
in Sec. 2.8.3, and when including non-perturbative corrections, we will determine central
parameters using Monte-Carlo simulations. To imitate a potential comparison with collider
data, we split the range ⇠SDNP to ⇠0 into a number of bins nbins, with

nbins = 5, 10, 20 . (4.4)
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• groomed event shapes or other substructure variables can be used as high-
precision observables for future lepton colliders 


• reduced sensitivity to non-perturbative physics will allow for cleaner 
extractions of Standard Model parameters, including the strong coupling


• what can we do now? use LEP archived data!


• there is an MIT - led collaboration using ALPEH data, what about data from 
the other LEP experiments?

It’s all very nice but we have no data
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Measurements of Two-Particle Correlations in e + e− Collisions
at 91 GeV with ALEPH Archived Data
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Measurements of two-particle angular correlations of charged particles emitted in hadronic Z decays
are presented. The archived eþe− annihilation data at a center-of-mass energy of 91 GeV were collected
with the ALEPH detector at LEP between 1992 and 1995. The correlation functions are measured over
a broad range of pseudorapidity and full azimuth as a function of charged particle multiplicity. No
significant long-range correlation is observed in either the lab coordinate analysis or the thrust coordinate
analysis, where the latter is sensitive to a medium expanding transverse to the color string between the
outgoing qq̄ pair from Z boson decays. The associated yield distributions in both analyses are in better
agreement with the prediction from the PYTHIA v6.1 event generator than from HERWIG v7.1.5. They
provide new insights to showering and hadronization modeling. These results serve as an important
reference to the observed long-range correlation in proton-proton, proton-nucleus, and nucleus-nucleus
collisions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.212002

Measurements of two-particle angular correlation func-
tions in high multiplicity proton-proton (pp), proton-
nucleus (pA), and nucleus-nucleus (AA) collisions have
revealed a ridgelike structure for particle pairs having
large differences in pseudorapidity [Δη, where η ¼
− ln tan ðθ=2Þ and the polar angle θ is defined relative
to the counterclockwise beam], but small differences in
azimuthal angle (Δϕ) [1–8]. In AA collisions, this long-
range correlation is interpreted as a consequence of
hydrodynamical expansion of the quark-gluon plasma with
initial state fluctuations [9,10]. However, the physical
origin of the ridge signal in pp and pA collisions is not
yet understood (see Refs. [11,12] for recent reviews).
Because of the complexity of hadron structure, possible
initial state parton correlations could complicate the inter-
pretation of pp and pA measurements. A large variety of
theoretical models have been proposed to describe these
high particle density systems, with underlying mechanisms
ranging from initial state correlations [13] to final-state
interactions [14] and hydrodynamic effects [15].
Unlike hadron-hadron collisions, electron-positron

(eþe−) annihilations do not have beam remnants, gluonic

initial state radiations, or the complications of parton
distribution functions. Therefore, eþe− collisions provide
a cleaner environment than the more complex hadron
systems previously considered. Since electrons and posi-
trons are pointlike objects, no initial state correlation
effects such as those from the possible formation of a
color-glass condensate in hadrons contribute to the final
state particle correlation functions. Furthermore, the
initial momenta of the two quarks originating from Z
boson decays are fixed. The measurement of events with
many final-state particles originating from the two-quark
system could offer significant insights into the origin of
the ridgelike signal [16].
This study uses archived data collected by the ALEPH

detector at LEP [17] between 1992 and 1995. To analyze
these data, an MIT Open Data format was created [18].
Hadronic events are selected by requiring the sphericity
axis to have a polar angle in the laboratory reference frame
(θlab) between 7π=36 and 29π=36 to ensure that the event is
well contained within the detector. At least five tracks
having a minimum energy of 15 GeV are also required to
suppress electromagnetic interactions [19]. The residual
contamination from processes such as eþe− → τþτ− is
expected to be less than 0.26% for these event selections
[19]. Approximately 2.51 (2.44) million eþe− collisions
resulting in the decay of a Z boson to quarks are analyzed
(selected).
High-quality tracks from particles are selected using

requirements identical to those in previous ALEPH analyses
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Measurements of jet rates with the anti-kt and SISCone algo-
rithms at LEP with the OPAL detector

Stefan Kluth1,a and Andrii Verbytskyi1

1MPI für Physik, Föhringer Ring 6, 80805 München, Germany

Abstract. We study jet production in e+e− annihilation to hadrons with data recorded by
the OPAL experiment at LEP at centre-of-mass energies between 90 GeV and 207 GeV.
The jet production rates were measured for the first time with the anti-kt and SISCone
jet clustering algorithms. We compare the data with predictions by modern Monte Carlo
event generators.

1 Introduction
Hadronic final states in high energy particle collisions are characterised by the so-called jets, which
describe the phenomenon that final state particles appear in collimated groups. These jets are quan-
tified by defining jet clustering algorithms, which assign particles to groups in order to identify the
jet structure of the events. Local parton hadron duality [1, 2] establishes the close correspondence
between the hadronic final state jets and the partons as objects of the theory of strong interactions,
Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). The production of hadronic final states is described by QCD
together with a model for the transition from partons to hadrons.

At the LHC the understanding of the properties of jets and their connection to the partons produced
in the hard interactions is essential for the success of its physics program. Before LHC jets were
studied in electron-proton (e±p) collisions by the HERA experiments [3] and in electron-positron
(e+e−) collisions at LEP and earlier colliders [4, 5], and in pp̄ collisions, see e.g. [6].

The introduction of new jet algorithms for LHC [7, 8] raises the question how these algorithms
perform in e+e− or e±p collisions in comparison to established algorithms. A cone jet algorithm for
e+e− was introduced and studied by OPAL previously [9]. Two studies by ZEUS [10, 11] compared
the kt, anti-kt and SISCone algorithms in e±p DIS and photoproduction.

We report here on studies of the anti-kt and SISCone algorithms with e+e− data from the OPAL
experiment at LEP. In e+e− collisions a color singlet is produced in the decay of the virtual Z0 boson
or photon to quarks thus providing a very clean environment to study jet physics. The anti-kt and
SISCone algorithms have not yet been tested in e+e− collisions.

2 LEP and OPAL
The large electron-positron collider LEP operated at CERN from 1989 to 2000 at centre-of-mass
energies from around 91.2 GeV to a maximum of 209 GeV. The OPAL1 experiment was one of the

ae-mail: skluth@mpp.mpg.de
1Omni-Purpose Apparatus at LEP
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